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Finland introduced digital terrestrial television transmissions in August 2001. New 
value added services conforming to the Multimedia Home Platform (МНР) standard 
were introduced at the same time. The value added services concept is quite new and 
unfamiliar for the general population. The viewers are used to interact with their 
television only when changing channel or when adjusting the volume. If value added 
services are to break through in the near future they must provide some additional 
value and the services must be usable.
This thesis will focus on three different key areas that will help making a value added 
service more usable. These three key areas are: optimising the transmission chain, 
optimal digital receiver design and optimisation that can be done during value added 
service development.
Depending on the capabilities of the equipment in the transmission chain, several 
different optimisation methods can be used. These methods are discussed and the 
equipment used in this thesis is presented. Finally the methods applicable to our 
equipment are tested as a case study where a value added service is transmitted with 
different bandwidths under different optimisation conditions. Measured start-up times 
and carousel cycletimes are then used to draw conclusions on how to make an optimal 
transmission scenario. Smart file arrangements and a maximal use of available 
bandwidth are proven to be key issues.
The digital receiver is inspected by means of hardware design. The common receiver 
architecture is examined and essential parts like graphics processing, memory and main 
processor are discussed. Fast graphics, a smart cache policy and a modular design 
seems to be key issues in this area.
The last part focuses on some things that should be considered when developing value 
added services. The focus is put on how an application can benefit from asynchronous 
file loading and from pre-fetching of files.
This thesis will prove that optimising value added services is of importance for the end 
user. All the optimisation areas alone can provide some advantages but only when used 
thoughtfully together, the achieved benefit can be maximised.
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Finland införde digitala markbundna televisionssändningar i augusti 2001. Samtidigt 
togs tilläggstjänster i enlighet med Multimedia Home Platform (МНР) standarden i 
bruk. Tilläggstjänster är ett relativt nytt och obekant begrepp för offentligheten. 
Tittarna är vana att växelverka med sin television främst då de byter kanal eller justerar 
volymen. För att tilläggstjänsterna skall slå igenom måste de erbjuda något mervärde 
utan att pruta på användbarheten.
Detta diplomarbete behandlar tre delområden som kan användas för att förbättra 
användbarheten. Dessa tre delområden är: optimering av sändningskedjan, den 
optimala digitala mottagaren samt optimering som kan utföras då tilläggstjänsten 
framställs.
Sändningskedjan kan optimeras med hjälp av många olika optimeringsmetoder 
beroende på vilka egenskaper sändningsapparaturen erbjuder. Dessa optimerings
metoder samt den apparatur som använts i detta arbete presenteras. Till slut undersöks 
de gångbara optimeringsmetoderna i en fallstudie. I fallstudien tillämpas metoderna på 
en tilläggstjänst under varierande bandbredd. Genom att mäta tjänstens starttid samt 
karusellens rotationstid kan ett optimalt scenario framställas. Ett genomtänkt sätt att 
arrangera filer samt det effektiva bruket av den tillängliga bandbredden visar sig vara i 
nyckelposition.
Den digitala mottagarens struktur undersöks. Mottagarens allmänna arkitektur 
presenteras och frågor berörande grafisk behandlingsförmåga, minne samt processor 
behandlas. Snabb grafik, smart cacheminne samt en modulär struktur är i nyckelroll.
Det sista delområdet behandlar sakfrågor som borde behandlas redan då tilläggstjänsten 
framställs. Osynkroniserad laddning samt förladdning av filer visar sig vara metoder 
man kan dra nytta av.
Detta diplomarbete bevisar att det ur slutanvändarens synpunkt är viktigt att optimera 
tilläggstjänster. Alla delområden för med sig någon form av fördelar men den 
maximala nyttan kan uppnås endast då de presenterade metoderna används tillsammans 
på ett genomtänkt sätt.
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1 Introduction
The last ten years of the 20Ih century has proven to be groundbreaking for digital 

media intended for everyday consumers. The digital television transmissions play a vital 

part in this development. Although digital television broadcasts have been in use in 

satellite networks for nearly a decade only the last few years have seen digital 

transmission emerging in cable and terrestrial networks. Besides reducing the burden of 

the overcrowded frequency spectrum, digital television transmissions introduce some 

features and advantages that cannot be achieved using analogue techniques. First of all 

the picture and the audio qualities are improved specially under adverse conditions as 

disturbing noises and echoes can be removed. Side by side with improved sound and 

picture quality, digital television offers all sorts of value added and interactive services 

to the consumers.

The second chapter gives the reader a brief introduction to the world of digital 

television. The pros and cons are briefly discussed and the current worldwide situation 

is examined. Finland is examined more closely due the fact that nationwide DVB-MHP 

based terrestrial digital television broadcasts started in Finland as early as August 2001. 

The second chapter also takes a brief look at the transmission techniques used by digital 

television.

The digital transmissions in Finland conform to the European Digital Video 

Broadcasting (DVB) standard suite. Besides introducing standards for the different 

transmission medium, DVB has introduced a wide range of standards that makes it 

possible to include additional information and data services side by side with the 

“common” television channels.

The third chapter focuses on data service transmission techniques in the digital 

television network. The chosen protocol suite will be discussed in detail bearing in mind 

that the transmissions are done in a strictly one-way broadcast network. At the end of 

the chapter some physical limitations set by the transmission technique will be 

presented. These limitations are of importance when discussing optimisation in the fifth 

chapter.

DVB has especially hailed for broad interoperability and horizontal market 

support by making their standards open. Multimedia Flome Platform (МНР) is one of 

the open standards made by DVB. The МНР standard specifies an application interface 

between value added services and the digital television receiver. The value added 

services are much like applications that we run on a personal computer. As the services 

thus are primarily intended for everyday consumers they must be usable. Service 

usability is closely related to service speed and response time. The service becomes
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unusable if the response time is slow or if the user has to wait an extended period of 

time before the service becomes available.

The fourth chapter takes a closer look at what actually hides behind the “value 

added services” concept. As defined in the all-important МНР standard, the 

application’s lifecycle model and capabilities are examined. The chapter concludes by 

explaining how a broadcaster can control applications and how the interaction between 

applications and receivers in fact work.

This thesis will primarily focus on aspects that can make the value added service 

more usable. The discussion is started in chapter five where the reasons why optimising 

should be considered are presented. Reliability, and speed in particular, have proven to 

be very important issues for value added services. Both transmission and consumer 

aspects must be taken into account. The fifth chapter is divided into three parts each 

presenting different means of optimising. These three are: optimisation that can be done 

by the broadcaster during transmission of value added services, optimising issues 

concerning the hardware of digital television set-top-boxes and optimisation that can be 

achieved by efficiently using the interfaces between the set-top-box and the digital 

transmission stream.

First of all the broadcasters can use their transmission equipment to optimise the 

value added services transmission chain. By arranging the transmitted files in an 

efficient way, by using compression when needed and by defining priorities and 

transparency values the broadcaster can make it easier for the consumer’s digital 

receiver to perform well.

The transmission optimisation will however not be of much use if the digital 

receiver is manufactured in an inefficient way. The second optimisation part of the fifth 

chapter discusses some key issues on and potential bottlenecks of digital receiver 

design. Especially a smart caching policy and efficient graphics processing will help to 

ease the burden of the, almost always overloaded, main processor. Besides processing 

power the amount of memory and its importance is discussed as well.

The value added services that are run on the digital receivers should be developed 

with care. As always, the programmer should make efficient code by avoiding 

inefficient algorithms, unnecessary loops and the like. Besides these basic requirements 

there exist some issues that are of importance especially for value added services 

intended for digital receivers. These issues are discussed in the fifth chapter’s last part.

The sixth chapter presents and discusses results that can be achieved using the 

above optimisation techniques (both alone and when combined). The equipment used 

for transmission and measurement is presented and the measured magnitudes are 

explained in more detail. The measurements are done on the Super Teletext МНР
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application as a case study. The chapter concludes by presenting how good the 

optimisation has succeeded for the studied case.

The last chapter summarises the optimisation results from chapters five and six. 

The most efficient optimisation methods are presented, the optimal digital receiver 

design is discussed and value added service design issues are presented. By the end of 

the chapter the reader should have a clearer picture of to what extent value added 

services can be optimised and what the future may look from the consumer’s point of 

view.
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2 Digital television
This chapter briefly discusses how and why digital television emerged. It also 

gives an explanation on why the DVB was chosen as the standard for Europe. After this 

short introduction the digital television situation in Finland is inspected more closely. 

The different transmission techniques and their pros and cons are also discussed.

2.1 Introduction to digital television in Europe

In the beginning of the 1990s efficient compression algorithms were about to 

change the way of thinking. The JPEG and later the MPEG standard showed the way on 

how to drastically reduce the amount of data required for transmitting digital images. 

When these achievements were followed by improved and cheaper integrated circuits 

the dream of improved picture quality suddenly seemed possible. The High Definition 

Television (HDTV) concept was introduced. [Ben97]

Several projects were started both in Europe and in the USA to study the HDTV 

concept even further. At the time the only problem with HDTV seemed to be the high 

prices on the required television picture tubes. In Europe the consumers also seemed 

more interested in more channels and more content rather than improved picture quality. 

At the beginning of 1991 these two factors gradually led to the reduction of time spent 

investigating HDTV in Europe.

In the USA the situation was another. Several methods on how to broadcast 

HTDV quality were proposed. During a period between 1991 and 1994 all proposals 

based on the analogue technique were abandoned. Finally one system was selected and 

the Advanced Television Systems Committee (ATSC) adopted it. Using this system the 

first digital satellite broadcast was transmitted in the summer of 1994. [Ben97] [ReiOl] 

The studies made around HDTV in Europe had however shown the strategic 

importance of digital television. The German government invited broadcasters, 

telecommunication organisations, regulators and manufacturers to form the European 

Launching Group (ELG) in spring 1992. The ELG expanded further and during autumn 

1993 a total of 84 European broadcasters, telecommunication organisations, regulators 

and manufacturers signed a memorandum of understanding. This memorandum laid the 

foundation for the European DVB Project. The most significant milestones for the DVB 

in Europe are summarised in Table 1. [deB99]
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Table 1: Milestones for DVB in Europe

1992 Formation of the ELG

1993 The initiation of the European DVB Project

1994 Specification for broadcasting via satellite networks by DVB (DVB-S)

1994 Specification for broadcasting via cable television networks by DVB (DVB-C)

1995 European Union television standards directive

1995 Specification for Service Information in DVB (DVB-SI)

1995 Algorithm for Conditional Access (CA) for DVB

1996 Interface for Conditional Access (CA) for DVB

1997 Specification for broadcasting via terrestrial networks by DVB (DVB-T)

1997 Specification for data transmission in DVB bitstreams

2000 Technical specification on the Multimedia Home Platform (МНР)

As said before the consumers in Europe were interested in the number of 

programmes offered. The fact that hardware equipment manufacturers were strongly 

represented in the European DVB Project probably lead to the decision on wide screen 

16:9 picture format instead of HDTV transmissions. Wide screen televisions were 

cheaper to manufacture and the transmission required much less bandwidth than HDTV 

transmissions. The HDTV concept was however not completely forgotten. The DVB 

Project developed their specifications bearing in mind that future improvements in 

compression techniques could lead the way for HDTV. [deB99]

DVB adapted MPEG-2 [ISOl] as the standard for audio and video coding, 

Service Information (SI) and multiplexing. With European Commission providing the 

funds for research several specifications were introduced. First came the specifications 

for transmission in satellite networks. Shortly after this, specifications for cable 

networks and at a later stage, specifications for terrestrial networks were introduced. 

DVB also specified the components of a digital Conditional Access (CA) system for the 

European market. [deB99]

Besides funding, the European Commission developed a mandatory directive on 

television standards in Europe. The European Parliament decided on this directive in 

October 1995. With this decision the DVB specifications were turned into European 

standards through ETSI (The European Telecommunications Standards Institute). 

Digital television in Europe, as we know it today, was bom. [deB99]

At the moment DVB has over 300 members, representing 35 European countries. 

The members consist of content provides, hardware manufacturers, network operators 

and regulatory bodies. USA, Japan and Korea are also represented by their subsidiaries. 

Canada and Australia are associated members. During the recent years several new
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DVB standards have arisen. With the HDTV still in mind the focus has shifted towards 

mobile transmissions and “data container” concepts. The “data container” concept has 

in fact become one of the key concepts of the DVB objectives. The idea behind the 

“containers” is that any kind of data (or information) can be transmitted as long as it is 

in accordance with the rules of the DVB standards. [DVB01] [ReiOl]

■ DVB-S, DVB-C, ISDB-T
■ DVB-S, DVB-C, ASTC-DTV

Figure 1: Currently used broadcasting standards in the world; the striped countries are

still testing or re-evaluating their digital decision [DigOl]

2.2 Digital television in Finland

At the end of 1995 the Finnish Ministry of Transport and Communications 

published a strategic survey of radio and television broadcasting in Finland. During 

1996 a digitalisation team appointed by the same ministry published a report on how the 

digitalisation should be carried out. A month later the Finnish Government made an 

informal decision on the digitalisation of broadcasting. This decision also stated that 

digital television should be transmitted using the existing terrestrial network owned by 

Dígita Ltd., a subsidiary to the Finnish Broadcasting Company.

The digitalisation process continued during 1997 when the Ministry of Transport 

and Communications appointed an expert team to prepare the digitalisation. Later that 

same year the first terrestrial test transmissions were started in southern parts of 

Finland. At the end of 1998 the Ministry of Transport and Communications declared the 

licenses for digital television in Finland open for application. [DTV01]
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Before the licenses for the digital television were granted a group of ministers 

made up some principles and guidelines. The group recommended that sufficient 

capacity should be allocated to the Finnish Broadcasting Company for public television 

services. The rest of the capacity and licenses should be granted to applicants that were 

ready to commit themselves to common digital television techniques and systems. It 

was believed that by committing to a common platform both public and commercial 

players have equal opportunities to compete. [Blo99]

By the end of January 1999 a total of 27 applications for digital television 

licenses had been received. On the 23rd of June the Ministry of Transport and 

Communications granted national general licenses for five companies, national licenses 

for three special digital channels and one license for a channel with regional 

programmes. The channels were split up into three multiplexes each holding 4 or 5 

channels each. [DTV01] [MTC99]

By the end of year 1999 the Finnish Broadcasting Company and the license 

holders agreed upon broad co-operation. In a statement given to the Ministry of 

Transport and Communications all the broadcasters agreed upon several common 

guidelines and among other things on a common launch date for digital terrestrial 

television. This date was set to the 27th of August 2001. By that time it was estimated 

that the market should be able to provide the consumers with a sufficient amount of 

digital television receivers. [DTV01]

Four months after the launch, by the end of 2001, digital television in Finland had 

however already seen some big changes. The transmission network had been built out 

according to the plans but some of the license holders had encountered setbacks. 

Although the transmission network covered over 70% of the Finnish population the lack 

of paying customers turned out to be a big problem. Some license holders had also 

misinterpreted the must-carry rules that apply to cable operators. When it became 

evident that the cable operators need only transmit free-to-air channels in their network 

the pay-tv operators had to back down. Two special digital channels and one general 

national license holder thus reported that they would shut down or at least postpone 

their digital television projects. [Sil99] [DTV02]

The digitalisation will however go on. In early May 2002 the Ministry of 

Transport and Communications declared that three new national licenses will be open 

for application. The licenses will be granted in the autumn of 2002 primarily to channels 

providing programs with a specific topic that are of interest to the general public. The 

Ministry hopes that the licenses will attract international interest as well as domestic. 

[MTC02]
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By the end of year 2006 the transmission network coverage will be the same as 

for analogue television. This date is also the proposed deadline for discontinuing 

analogue television transmissions in Finland. This deadline has however met criticism 

to such a degree that a Finnish Chancellor of Justice is to investigate if the discontinuing 

is violating civil rights. The Minister of Transport and Communications has responded 

by saying that depending on the digital receiver penetration, it is possible that the 

Finnish Broadcasting Company will be obligated to continue analogue public television 

services even after 2006. [SÍ199] [Mul02]

MUX A MUX B MUXC
Yleisradio Ltd. Alma Media Pic. SWelcom Ltd.

f

YLE TV1 MTV3 f: ^YLETV2 WellnetYLE FST SubTV Nelonen
YLE24 Urheilukanava

YLE Teema
1 -J

Figure 2: Channels allocated in the three national multiplexes in Finland [DTV02]

2.3 The NorDig specifications

The NorDig specifications [NI01] [NII01] specify a set of equipment 

requirements for receivers intended for the Nordic markets. They apply to satellite, 

cable and/or terrestrial receivers and the specifications aim to ensure that the receivers 

meet the minimum requirements independent of service provider. Two levels of 

requirements are defined. The first one is valid from fall 1998 and the second from mid 

2000. These specifications are called NorDig I respective NorDig II. The NorDig 

specifications define mandatory requirements both for receiver hardware and firmware 

as well as for system software and receiver API.

On the hardware side the receiver shall contain a tuner and a demodulator either 

for cable, satellite or terrestrial transmissions. The receiver shall also include a Common 

Interface, a Smart Card Interface, an interface for an interaction (return) channel, one 

analogue stereo audio output interface, a serial data interface and two SCART 

interfaces. The receivers shall be controllable with a remote control or optionally with a 

keyboard. The receiver shall also contain a basic navigator that allows the user to 

control the receiver and access system information. More specific hardware 

requirements are presented in chapter 5.2 when set-top-box optimising is discussed.

On the software side the system software shall be in compliance with existing 

DVB standards (i.e. APIs, Service Information, Teletext, subtitling and Common
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Interface). The API defined by DVB-МНР Interactive Broadcast Profile (see chapter 

4.7) is the recommended API for the receiver. The receiver shall contain a bootloader 

that can handle software updates for all resident system software and application 

software. Update distribution shall be supported either over air or locally. [NI01] 

[МП01]
As described above both the NorDig I and the NorDig II specifications are 

closely tied to the DVB-МНР standard. As МНР capable receivers are delayed it is 

unfortunate that NorDig did not specify any requirements for a basic digital television 

receiver. The partially incompatible basic receivers on the market at the moment are 

likely to cause problems for the broadcasters as well as for the consumers. NorDig has 

however noted this lack and a process has been started to generate recommendations for 

a basic, so-called “Zapper”, box.

2.4 Digital television transmissions

Compared to analogue television transmission the digital signal offers some 

advantages that could prove to be vital in the future. As new technological inventions 

emerge the frequency spectrum is becoming more and more crowded. One important 

thing with digital television transmissions is indisputable the more efficient use of the 

frequency spectrum. Digital transmission techniques make it possible to fit several 

television channels, additional services etc. in the space of one analogue channel. The 

DVB transmission technique is also planned in a way that makes it possible for the 

digital signals to co-exist with analogue ones. Extensive tests have shown that DVB 

transmissions successfully can be fitted in between the analogue signals without 

interfering with the co-existing PAL components. This is illustrated in Figure 3a and 

Figure 3b. [Jac98]

BBC R&D

ITV BBC 1 Ch 4 BBC 2
I 22 I 23 I 24 I 25 I 26 I 27 I 28 I 29 I 30 I 31 I 32 I 33 I 34 I

Figure 3a: Four analogue PAL signals in the UHF frequency spectrum [LavOl]
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BBC R&D

D2 ITV D1 BBC 1 D4 D6 Ch 4 D3 BBC 2 D5

I 22 I 23 I 24 I 25 I 26 I 27 I 28 I 29 I 30 I 31 I 32 I 33 I 34 I

Figure 3b: Six DVB-T signals co-existing with the analogue PAL signals [LavOl]

Besides the efficient use of the frequency spectrum the digital television 

transmissions tend to improve the sound and picture quality. Digital signals are not 

affected by multipath reflections and this will literally remove all disturbing echoes in 

the picture. The digital technique also enables wide-screen picture formats and 

multichannel sound transmissions. The signals are also more rugged which will ensure 

more reliable reception under adverse conditions. The DVB transmission system also 

gives the broadcaster more freedom to make tradeoffs between quality and quantity by 

allowing variable bit-rates with different transmission parameters and modulation 

schemes. It has been demonstrated that by choosing a suitable set of parameters DVB 

transmissions can be used with mobile receivers as well. Digital signals are also easy to 

handle, copy and modify. [Jac98] [Mad95]

The biggest drawback with digital signals is the required bit-rate. The DVB 

system is based on the ‘main profile at main level’ (MP@ML) coding of the MPEG-2 

standard. This coding uses the so-called 4:2:0 input format for video signals. This 

means that an uncompressed video component of one TV channel alone requires a bit- 

rate of approximately 124,4 Mbit/s. Adding audio and service information (not to 

mention value added services) will increase this bit-rate even further. The transmission 

parameters used in the Finnish terrestrial network allow a maximum useful bit-rate of 

22,12 Mbit/s per multiplex on average. With one multiplex holding 4, 5 or even up to 6 

TV channels it is obvious that a lot of compression is required. Please refer to Appendix 

A for a brief description on the transmission parameters and how they affect the bit- 

rates. [Ben97] [EN744]
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2.5 The DVB-T, DVB-S and DVB-C transmission standards

As described in the previous chapter the broadcaster has a broad range of 

parameters to choose between when building a digital transmission network. First of all 

the broadcaster must choose what medium will be used. DVB offers three possibilities: 

transmission in terrestrial networks (DVB-T), transmission using satellites (DVB-S) and 

transmission in cable networks (DVB-C). To maximise the commonality between the 

DVB standards a lot of common methods for error correction are specified in all three 

techniques. This commonality obviously favours digital set-top-box manufacturers. 

With slight modifications the manufacturers can for instance turn their digital satellite 

receiver into a terrestrial one or they can alternatively make a receiver with multiple 

frontends. [EN744]

Let us for a moment assume that we have a transport stream with 188 byte 

packets available for transmission. These packets have been multiplexed together (see 

chapter 2.6) to include all the information and data required for digital television 

services. Due to the fact that neither the terrestrial, the satellite, nor the cable 

transmission networks are error free some measures must be taken to keep the bit error 

rate as low as possible. All the transmission techniques include common error 

correcting methods such as energy dispersal, outer coding and outer interleaving. Noise, 

giving rise to random errors, is also a big problem for the terrestrial and the satellite 

networks. To overcome this, additional inner convolutional coding methods are required 

by the DVB-T and DVB-S standards. When all the required coding operations are done 

we have a data stream ready for transmission to the end user. The last step in the 

transmission chain is to use this data stream to modulate a carrier signal. [Ben97]

Several theoretical studies and practical tests have shown that the 4-QAM (or 

QPSK) carrier modulation gives the best spectral efficiency for satellite transmissions. 

In cable networks and in terrestrial networks a roughly three times more efficient 

modulation scheme (64-QAM) can be used. The modulation scheme used is however 

not dictated by the DVB standards. It is up to the broadcasters to choose the modulation 

scheme that suits their network best. By selecting different modulation schemes the 

broadcasters can trade bit-rate versus signal ruggedness. When talking about mobile 

reception the modulation scheme will affect the highest speed a receiver can have for an 

error free reception. Please refer to Appendix В for a brief description on the different 

error correcting methods and modulation techniques. [Ben97] [EN744] [TalOl]

2.6 The MPEG-2 standard, source coding and source multiplexing

Let us now go back one step in the transmission chain. As discussed previously, 

compression (also known as source coding) is an absolute must to be able to transmit
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digital video and audio. Due to the fact that a digital television transmission can contain 

several services, some sort of multiplexing and re-arranging of the data must be done. 

During the multiplexing stage mandatory service information and other forms of 

optional data can be included as well. When all the above steps are completed the data 

is fed to the transmission chain in 188 byte packets.

The international MPEG-2 compression standard is the one used by the DVB 

broadcasting system. Compared to its predecessors, MPEG-2 is optimised for 

broadcasting purposes. The MPEG-2 standard specifies three distinct parts: MPEG-2 

video coding, MPEG-2 audio coding and the so-called MPEG-2 systems providing a 

standard for multiplexing digital video and audio signals. [Ben97]

MPEG-2 video coding is upwards compatible with MPEG-1. MPEG-2 however 

introduces some new features like more complex compression tools. The MPEG-2 

standard has four levels and five profiles. The levels define the resolution of the picture 

and the profiles determine the set of compression tools used. The DVB system uses the 

main level and the main profile (ML@MP). The main level corresponds to standard 

4:2:0 video resolution and the main profile is selected due to the fact that it offers the 

best compromise between compression rate and MPEG-2 hardware decoder costs. 

There also exist different low level and profile combinations that are intended to 

simplify encoder and decoder design. At the high end, level and profile combinations 

that are suited for HDTV can be found. The levels and profiles that MPEG consider 

necessary are presented in Table 2. [Bn97]

Table 2: Profiles and levels in MPEG-2 [deB99]

Low level Main level High-1440 level High level

Simple

profile

720x576

15 Mbit/s

Main

profile

352x288

4 Mbit/s

720x576

15 Mbit/s

1440x1152

60 Mbit/s

1920x1152

80 Mbit/s

SNR

scalable

profile

352x288

4 or 3 Mbit/s

720x576

15 or 10 Mbit/s

Spatial

scalable

profile

1440x1152

(720x576)

60 (40,15) Mbit/s

High

profile

720x576

(352x288)

20(15,40) Mbit/s

1440x1152

(720x576)

80 (60,20) Mbit/s

1920x1152

(960x576)

100 (80,25) Mbit/s
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The MPEG audio compression used by the DVB system is MPEG-1 layer I and 

II. The layers can be compared to the different levels on the video side as they define 

the perceived audio quality. As one can note the DVB broadcasting system does not 

directly need to use the features of the MPEG-2 audio standard (multichannel sound for 

instance). The compatibility is however there, namely because the MPEG-2 audio 

standard includes all the features of MPEG-1. As the multichannel sound is transmitted 

as MPEG-1 the broadcaster can be sure that all consumers with MPEG-1 or MPEG-2 

audio decoders can decode the audio signals. The consumers with MPEG-1 audio 

decoders will however be missing out on the additional multichannel features that an 

MPEG-2 decoder can decode. [Ben97]

When all the video and audio components are compressed they must be 

‘collected’ together to form one common stream. Along with the video and audio 

components the broadcaster’s additional data services, subtitles and the mandatory 

MPEG-2 and DVB service information (see chapter 2.7) must be included. The service 

information and the data services are grouped under a collective name, private data. 

Combining video, audio and private data is commonly known as source multiplexing. 

[Ben97]

2.7 Service Information

As described above, there exist a certain amount of information that must be 

inserted into the digital television transmission stream. This so-called service 

information allows the receiver to automatically configure itself. It also enables the 

receiver to find its way around the numerous programmes, services and/or events 

available. [EN468] [Ben97]

The service information is stored and transmitted in structured tables, which are 

made up of one or more sections depending on their importance. A unique number, 

called the Packet Identifier (PID), identifies each table. To allow the receiver to quickly 

access the chosen services all tables must be repeated at a certain frequency. [Ben97]

The MPEG-2 systems standard has defined four types of tables. Together these 

four tables make up the program specific information (PSI). These tables, which are 

summarised in Table 3, give information only about the multiplex that they are 

contained in. The DVB standard adds four mandatory basic tables and three optional 

tables. These tables can provide information about other networks and about events and 

programs carried by different multiplexes. The DVB tables are referred to as DVB-SI 

and they are summarised in Table 4 and Table 5. [EN468] [Ben97]
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Table 3: Service

[Ben97]

information provided by the MPEG-2 systems standard [EN468]

PAT Packets that carry the PAT are identified by a PID value

Program Association Table equal to zero (0x0000). The information in the PAT helps

to create a link between a program number and the PID of 

the packets that carry the ‘map’ for that specific program 

(Program Map Table, PMT). The PAT also gives the PID 

location of the Network Information Table (NIT).

PMT

Program Map Tabl
Each program or service in the multiplex has a PMT of its

e own. The PMT indicates the PIDs of all the streams

(video, audio and private data) that belong to that

program. The table also indicates the location of the

Program Clock Reference (PCR). The PCR is used to

synchronise the system clock of the MPEG-2 decoder.

CAT

Conditional Access
This table is present as soon as one of the programmes or 

Table services has conditional access. The table provides 

information about the Conditional Access systems used in

the multiplex and it is identified by a PID value of one

(0x0001).

Private Tables The MPEG-2 systems standard allows tables to carry

private data in the stream.
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Table 4: The mandatory service information required by the DVB system [EN468] 

[Ben97]

NIT This table carries information that will help the receiver to

Network Information Table configure itself. This information includes frequencies, 

network parameters and channel numbers used by the 

networks. This table is by definition the program number 

zero in the multiplex. The table is identified by PID value

0x0010.

SDT This table is used to transmit the names of the services,

Service Description Table the service providers etc. in the multiplex. SDT

information is transmitted with PID value 0x0011.

EIT This table lists information about events that are occurring

Event Information Table or events that will occur. This information includes event

name, event start time, event duration e.g. EITs are

identified by PID value 0x0012.

TDT The TDT gives information about the present time and

Time and Date Table date. The receivers can use this information to update their

internal real time clocks. This information is presented in 

a separate table due to the fact that the information 

changes frequently. The TDT is identified by PID value

0x0014.

Table 5: The optional service information specified by the DVB system [EN468]

BAT This table can be used for naming services and grouping

Bouquet Association Table them together to form bouquets.

RST This table updates the status (running/not running) of

Running Status Table present or following events in the multiplex. The table is

transmitted only when required.

ST This table is used to replace existing table sections or

Stuffing Tables entire tables that have become invalid.
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3 Broadcast data services
We have previously discussed that DVB chose MPEG-2 as the standard for audio 

and video coding. Chapter 2.6 also introduced the concept of MPEG-2 private data that 

can be included side by side with audio and video in the MPEG-2 transport stream. The 

possibility to use private data means that new elementary transport streams can be 

introduced at the transport level without any required hardware modifications at the 

receiver end. This gives the opportunity to implement additional services inside the 

television service. DVB has chosen DSM-CC as the protocol framework for 

broadcasting data services within MPEG-2 private data sections. The DSM-CC defined 

carousel structure has proven to be very suitable for cyclical transmissions in a 

broadcast environment. As we will see a DSM-CC carousel can be used to transfer 

directory structures and all kind of files (like text, HTML, bytecode, images etc.) from 

the broadcaster to the set-top-box. The files and the directory structures are presented as 

an “image” to the receiver thus giving the receiver a feel that it is directly connected to a 

fileserver. Figure 4 present the relationship between carousel types and used standards.

Applications

DVB
Data Carousel

DVB
Data Carousel

DSM-CC 
Object Carousel

DSM-CC Data Carousel

MPEG-2 Private Section 

MPEG-2 Transport Stream

Figure 4: Graphical overview of standards associated with carousels [TR202]

3.1 Introduction to DSM-CC

DSM-CC stands for Digital Storage Media - Command and Control. It is an open 

application protocol stack that has been tailor made to carry multimedia information. 

The benefit of an open protocol architecture is that it will allow set-top-boxes, PCs and 

other information appliances to access multiple services from multiple service provides.
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As multiple service provides may be located on different networks it is obvious that 

DSM-CC also has to be transport-layer independent. Digital television is thus only one 

service area where the DSM-CC protocols can be utilised.

The DSM-CC framework is specified as à part of the MPEG-2 standard. It is thus 

applicable to various different scenarios where multimedia broadband services are 

delivered. DSM-CC covers a number of protocols suited for different purposes. To add 

flexibility these protocol areas can be used separately and independently if required. 

DVB for instance makes use of only a small subset of the entire DSM-CC protocol 

stack. [Bal96]

3.2 DSM-CC reference model

Although only a small part of the DSM-CC is of importance for the value added 

service concept it can be of use to briefly present the higher level concepts behind the 

DSM-CC protocol. Figure 5 shows the DSM-CC reference model where three separate 

parts can be distinguished. We have the server and the client (jointly called users) that 

communicate with each other using the network in between. The network concept is 

broad. On a higher level we can say that it is a collection of communication elements 

that provide connections for the users. The connection concept is equally broad; it is a 

transport capability to transfer information between two or more endpoints. Keeping in 

mind that DSM-CC can be applicable to a wide range of physical networks we can draw 

some clarifying parallels to digital television transmissions. The server is thus the 

broadcaster, the client is the set-top-box and the network in between provides point-to- 

multipoint (broadcast type) connections. [Bal96]

u-u
(User-to-User)

NETWORK SERVERCLIENT
(User) U-N

(User-to-Network)

Figure 5: DSM-CC reference model [IS06]

The messages exchanged between different parts in the reference model can 

either contain User-to-User (U-U) or User-to-Network (U-N) information. The U-U 

messages are exchanged between the server and the client while the U-N messages are 

used between client and network or server and network. The U-N messages are used for
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control and session management purposes and it is the Session and Resource Manager 

entity (SRM) that polices server and client connections. The U-N messages are however 

normally not needed for DVB networks. [IS06]

Sessions and resources are key concepts in DSM-CC. A session is an association 

between two users that allow grouping of resources. A session needs resources to be 

able to provide its services. The User-to-User connections are in fact the main network 

resources. Each time a resource is allocated to a session it is tagged with the network

wide and unique session identification. [Bal96]

The resources are necessarily not free nor unbound. They must be reserved before 

use and released when no longer needed. Resources are tagged with association tags 

that have end-to-end significance. All resources contributing to one connection share 

the same association tag. [Bal96]

3.3 Downloading data to a client

The User-to-Network download protocol within DSM-CC is lightweight and fast. 

It can support both traditional flow-controlled download as well as non-flow-controlled 

(broadcast) downloads. A complete download operation can be thought of as 

transferring a download “image” from the server to the client. This image is divided into 

logically separated sections called modules. To meet the transmission constraints, such 

as error correction and efficiency, the modules are further divided into equal sized 

blocks as defined by the DSM-CC Download Data Block (DDB) structure. The required 

amount of data blocks in one module depends on the amount of payload as well as the 

block size. Before download commences the size of the blocks is negotiated between 

server and client. Other control messages can be used as well to exchange information 

about the download prior to the actual transfer. [IS06]

DSM-CC defines five different download control messages. The control 

messages are similar to U-N messages described in chapter 3.2. All download scenarios 

share the same message set although not all messages are in use in each scenario. In the 

non-flow-controlled (broadcast) download scenario only two of these control messages 

are of any use due to the fact that the client (i.e. set-top-box) is unable to communicate 

anything back to the server. These two messages are Download Server Initiate (DSI) 

and Download Info Indication (DII). The syntax of these messages as well as the 

Download Data Block message is described in Appendix C. [IS06]

3.3.1 Data Carousel

In broadcast networks the Data Carousel application area is in use. The Data 

Carousel is specified in the DSM-CC framework. DVB has further specified the DVB
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Data Carousel concept. This concept is built upon the DSM-CC Data Carousel and by 

adding specific information the framework has been suited for the DVB environment. 

[TR202]

The carousel protocols make use of a non-flow-controllable download scenario to 

deliver periodical data broadcast to an (possibly unknown) amount of clients. The 

carousel concept can be described as a rotating structure that cyclically repeats its 

contents one or more times. If a receiver wants to access a particular module from the 

Data Carousel the receiver may simply wait for the next time that data is transmitted. 

The maximum length of time the receiver may have to wait can be determined by the 

size of the carousel as well as the rate at which the data is transmitted. This cycletime 

will be of importance when optimising is discussed in chapter 5.1. A simple Data 

Carousel is presented in Figure 6. [TR202]

Download Data Message 
modulejd = 8 

block_number = 4Download Control Message 
block_slze 

M1 Info 
M4 Info 
M8 Info

MPEG-2
Transport

Stream

DDB

DDB

DDB

^ DDB

DDB

DDB

M8-1

DDB

Figure 6: Cyclic transmission of data in a simple Data Carousel [TR202]

As seen in Figure 6 the Download Data Blocks are inserted into the carousel 

adjacent to one another and in order. This is however only an example and there is in 

fact no limitations on how often and in what order the data and control messages are 

inserted. This gives the broadcaster the freedom to create a carousel that will suit a 

particular purpose. [TR202]

A set of modules within the Data Carousel can be clustered together to form a 

Group. As shown in Figure 6 the module parameters are held by the DII message. All 

modules that are described in one DII control message form a Group. One module can 

be a member of more than one Group. One or more Groups can further be clustered
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together to form a SuperGroup. The description of the Groups within one SuperGroup is 

provided by the top-level DSI control message. [TR202]

If all modules of one Data Carousel are grouped together in one single Group 

then sufficient control data can be provided within one DII message. In this case we are 

talking about a one-layer carousel and the DII message is referred to as the top-level 

message. In all other cases a two-layer Data Carousel should be used. A two-layer 

carousel has one or more DII messages and one single DSI message. As only one 

control message can be the top-level message it is not suitable to choose one of the DII 

messages. Instead the DSI message is referred to as the top-level message in a two-layer 

carousel. Figure 7 shows the structure of a two-layer data carousel that also is the 

carousel type examined more closely in this thesis. [TR202]

Г

group info group info

module info module info module info

Block

Module

Figure 7: Structure of the two-layer DVB data carousel [EN 192]
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3.3.2 Object Carousel

While the Data Carousel service can be used for generic file transfers a bit more 

ambitious scheme has been developed. This scheme is called DSM-CC Object Carousel. 

This Object Carousel facilitates the transmission of a group of objects from server to 

client. The objects can be of either directory, file or stream type. This thesis will focus 

on directory and file objects an their relationship is presented in Figure 8. [TR202]

The Object Carousel specification is platform-independent and compatible with 

the DSM-CC User-to-User specification and the Object Request Broker (ORB) 

framework defined by the Common Object Request Broker Architecture (CORBA) 

consortium. Within the User-to-User environment a structured group of objects are 

referred to as a Service Domain. A top-level root directory called the Service Gateway 

provides access to the Service Domain. [TR202]

refers to

Content

Name

Binding

Directory

Object

Service Gateway

Figure 8: File and directory objects shown using UML notation [TR202]

Figure 8 clearly show that the payload in a File object message simply consists of 

the content presented as a sequence of data bytes. The Directory and Service Gateway 

objects however require a more elaborate reference scheme that provides bindings 

between an object name and its reference. This object reference is based on the 

Interoperable Object Reference (IOR) scheme that is presented in the next chapter. 

[TR202]
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3.3.3 Object Carousel messages and object references

The data and attributes of one object are encapsulated into a single message. The 

message structure that is used is referred to as Broadcast Interoperable Protocol (BIOP). 

The Object Carousel specification defines different BIOP message structures for each 

type of object (see Appendix C). The BIOP messages are transmitted within modules in 

the Data Carousel framework defined in chapter 3.3.1. One module can hold one or 

more BIOP messages as illustrated in Figure 9. [TR202]

Object
Carousel

(BIOP
Messages)

Download
Data

Carousel 
(Modules and 

blocks)

MPEG-2
Transport

Stream
(DSM-CC
Sections)

Directory Object I File Object File Object

X
\

----—-------------------- —-------- ----------- --  —---- —---------—I

Module
V X xr^

Block 1 Block 2 Block 3 Block 4 1 Block 5

”1 ----------------! V \ 4
V IV
a v X

Section 1 Section 2 Section 3 Section 4 Section 5

■*— 4096 bytes

Figure 9: Encapsulation and fragmentation of BIOP messages into MPEG-2 sections 

[TR202]

All objects within a Service Domain are identified with object references. The 

object reference contains all the required information to locate and retrieve any 

particular object from the broadcast network. The DSM-CC User-to-User specification 

uses the CORBA defined Interoperable Object Reference (IOR) structure when defining 

object references. [TR202]

To combine message structure and object references a “profile body” concept has 

been introduced. The Object Carousel specification defines two profile bodes, BIOP 

Profile Body and Lite Options Profile Body. The first profile body can be used to 

reference objects within the same Object Carousel (i.e. Service Domain). The latter 

profile can be used to reference objects in another Object Carousel as well. This thesis 

will focus on the BIOP Profile Body. [IS06]

Within the BIOP Profile Body two components are used to uniquely reference the 

object. These two components are BIOP::ObjectLocation and DSM::ConnBinder and 

their syntax is presented in Appendix C. The BIOP::ObjectLocation identifies the 

object by means of a triplet of carousel identification, module identification and object 

key. The DSM::ConnBinder consist of sequences of taps. These taps can take on
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association tag values that can be used to link object references to transport descriptors. 

A tap is thus a pointer to an elementary stream containing the Download Info Indication 

message with required module parameters. Figure 10 show how a BIOP Profile Body 

can be resolved into an object. The figure is explained in more detail in the next chapter. 

[IS06]

Service Gateway 
Object Object Object Object

j downloadld 
Hj- moduleld 

; blockNumber

module data

> transactionId 
j downloadld 
j blockSize

Module param.

f moduleld e- 
I moduleSize 
j assocTag *-

IOP::IOR

BIOPProfíleBody

ObjectLocation

ConnBinder

moduleld*
objectKey
carouselld

transaction^ 
assocTag •—

4---------------------------------------------- Module ----------------------------------------------►

Figure 10: Binding between BIOP Profile Body, DII message, DDB message and 

object [TR202]

3.3.4 Locating an object within an Object Carousel

As discussed in previous chapters the Object Carousel contains several different 

control messages not to mention all the identification fields that are in use. The carousel 

concept can at a first glance therefore seem to be a heavy and a complex structure. This 

chapter will try to explain how a particular file can be located within the carousel. The 

file we are trying to locate is the initial class of an application. The only thing we know 

about the file is the information that is provided by the Application Information Table 

(AIT). The AIT is described in more detail in chapter 4.4. If we look at the AIT example 

presented in Appendix E we know the relative path to the initial class is 

/Launcher/fi/sfd and the filename is XletLoader.class.

Before any relative pathnames can be resolved the root directory referenced in the 

DSI message must be acquired. This process is described in more detail in Appendix D 

and is thus skipped in this example. Note however that Appendix D actually describes a
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carousel mounting procedure. When the receiver is loading the initial class, no carousel 

mounting actually takes place. The procedure is however exactly the same. Carousel 

mounting will be discussed in more detail in chapter 5.3 when software optimisation is 

discussed.

With the root directory acquired the initial class can be located. The root 

directory object contains object references to all directories and files that can be 

accessed through this particular object. If the initial class is not directly located beneath 

the root directory additional directory objects must be acquired. In our example we must 

firstly follow a reference from the root directory to the Launcher directory. When this 

directory is acquired the object reference for the fi directory is made available. By 

following additional object references we finally acquire the sfd directory object. This 

object will in turn references the XletLoader.class. Besides the filename, the object 

reference will include the object’s unique key as well as the identification of the module 

carrying the object. The reference will also point out the association tag and the 

transaction identification that can be used to locate the DII message describing the 

module.

If the receiver does not have the particular DII message cached in memory it must 

first be acquired. The association tag must thus be mapped against the PMT to locate 

the correct elementary stream. When the elementary stream has been located the 

receiver can start monitoring for a DII message with the referenced transaction 

identification.

When the DII message has been acquired the receiver can start looking for the 

network parameters of the module that is carrying the initial class object. As one DII 

message can contain parameters of several modules the particular module can be located 

within the DII message using the module identifier.

From the receiver point of view the most important module parameters are the 

total module size, module compression information and of course the association tag 

pointing to an elementary stream. Before starting the downloading the receiver can use 

the module size information to locate an empty space in its memory.

As discussed is previous chapter the modules are composed of one or more data 

blocks. All of these data blocks must be downloaded before the desired object can be 

acquired. The DII message does not implicitly include the amount of data blocks in the 

desired module. The amount of blocks in one module can however be calculated using 

the total module size and the block size. As one elementary stream can carry modules of 

only one carousel the filtering for data blocks is made quite easy. The only thing that 

must be matched is the module identification value.
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When the entire module has been downloaded the initial class is now in receiver 

memory. As one module can contain several objects the initial class object can finally 

be located by matching the object’s unique key against object keys in the BIOP 

messages.

3.4 Physical limitations on data services

Generally speaking every protocol that is suited for data transfers utilises the 

possibility to transmit data in packetized form (i.e. datagrams). MPEG-2 Packetized 

Elementary Streams (PES) are chosen by DVB for the transmission of asynchronous 

data streams. The PES provides the mechanisms for transmitting datagrams up to 64 

Kbytes (65536 bytes) in length. MPEG-2 sections can also be used to transmit variable 

sized datagrams. In this case the maximum length is 4 Kbytes (4096 bytes). The MPEG- 

2 decoders on the market are able to filter MPEG-2 sections using hardware only. This 

reduced the amount of required software processing power in the receiver. This is the 

reason why DVB has chosen MPEG-2 sections as the mechanism for transmitting Data 

Carousels. [TR202]

The smallest datagram used by Data Carousel is the data block. As described 

before, the data blocks are collected together to form modules. The data blocks are 

transmitted in MPEG-2 sections and their maximum size is thus 4096 bytes. In order to 

optimise receiver performance and memory the МНР specification recommend that any 

module containing multiple objects should not exceed 65536 bytes (i.e. 16 data blocks) 

when decompressed. Modules containing only one object can exceed this limit with 

upper size only limited by receiver memory resources. [TS812]

To ensure the МНР receivers functionality it is of importance that the broadcaster 

keeps within the recommended limits. The easiest way to fulfil the recommendations 

would be to implicitly assign which data block go into which module. Due to technical 

restrictions this option is however not available. The broadcaster can on the other hand 

control which data files go into which modules. This does unfortunately not mean that 

any collection of files with total size of 65536 bytes or less can be assigned to one 

module. Some additional calculations are needed. These calculations are presented in 

chapter 5.1.1 when optimisation that can be done by the broadcaster is discussed.
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4 Value added services
Value added services are enhancements for the digital television. There are 

several types of value added services, which are divided into different profiles 

according to the level of interaction and interactivity they provide. The profiles are 

defined in the МНР specification. МНР stands for Multimedia Home Platform and it is 

an open standard that defines, among other things, a generic software interface (API) for 

digital television receivers.

The МНР standardisation work started as early as 1997 when multimedia and 

data transmission using DVB was investigated. At that time, only proprietary standards 

for value added services were available and they did not meet the basic DVB objective 

of interoperability and horizontal market support. Two workgroups were founded to 

further investigate the possibility of a new, completely open standard. The first group, 

the commercially orientated DVB-МНР, was to define user and market requirements 

for the future. The other group, DVB-ТАМ (Technical issues Associated with МНР), 

was responsible for defining МНР at a more technical level. The work done in these 

groups led the way for the first МНР specification in February 2000. The specification 

was later standardised by ETSI in July 2000. [Eva98] [TS812]

4.1 The МНР API

When standardisation of the МНР API started the DVB-ТАМ workgroup had 

several different candidates to build the API upon (e.g. MHEG-5/Java, 

MediaHighway+, JavaTV and HTML/Java). The goal was however to make an as 

compatible interface as possible by utilising existing common and open standards. The 

workgroup hence decided to build the API upon the Java programming language and 

the Hypertext Markup Language (HTML). In fact the API is nothing but a pre-defined 

and standardised sets of Java methods that the applications can invoke. As long as these 

methods conform to the МНР standard, the manufacturers can choose to implement 

them in any way they like.

The МНР API sits on top of the operating system in a set-top-box. The 

applications (or the value added services) reside on top of this API. Using standardised 

system calls and procedures the applications can access the receiver’s operating system 

through the API. This also gives the application access to the set-top-box’s hardware 

resources (e.g. to get input from the network and to output to the screen). The system 

layers are presented in Figure 11. [TS812] [Eva98]
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Figure 11: The basic architecture of the МНР model [TS812]

4.2 Different types of МНР applications

The applications that can be run upon the МНР API are divided into two groups. 

The DVB-J (DVB-Java) applications are programmed using the Java programming 

language. The programs are compiled against standardised class libraries and the 

bytecode is transmitted to and run in the set-top-box. The other type of applications is 

the DVB-HTML applications. A DVB-HTML application is defined as a set of 

documents that use standardised elements and content formats. A resident or 

downloadable user agent then interprets the content format of the documents in the set- 

top-box. The user agent is capable of outputting DVB-HTML document content to the 

(television) screen and it is hence operationally much like a web browser. [TS812]

The application lifecycle differs between DVB-J and DVB-HTML applications. 

As this thesis only covers optimisation of DVB-J applications the lifecycle of DVB- 

HTML applications is not discussed any further. The lifecycle of DVB-J applications is 

presented in the next chapter.

4.3 Application lifecycle

Besides complying with the МНР API the set-top-box’s system software must 

include an application manager function. This manager is responsible for starting and 

controlling running DVB-J applications. The ability to control the applications is 

provided through the life cycle signalling capabilities of the Xlet API. All DVB-J 

applications must therefore provide a class implementing the Xlet interface. This initial 

class must include the initXlet() and startXlet() methods that the applications manager 

can call.

The lifecycle model of an application can readily be described as an Xlet state 

machine. The state machine ensures that the behaviour of an Xlet is close to what the 

television viewer would expect. The state machine is illustrated in Figure 12. Especially 

note that the Xlet can be destroyed at any time. An active Xlet can also be put in a 

paused state where it is no longer providing its services.
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Figure 12: State machine diagram of an Xlet [TS812]

There exist a wide amount of different situations that can cause the Xlet to 

change its state. First of all the application manager in the receiver can use the Xlet API 

to signal changes to the Xlet’s state. The application manager acts in this way when it is 

triggered either by user interaction or by broadcaster signalling. The user interaction is 

done through the receiver’s user interface and the actions mainly consist of starting, 

stopping or switching between applications. The broadcaster, on the other hand, can use 

certain parameter in the Application Information Table (see next chapter and Appendix 

E) to signal state changes to an Xlet. The Xlet can also decide for itself to change state 

or another Xlet that is present can affect it. Note that it is the application manager alone 

that controls the lifetime of all DVB-J applications. The МНР only provides APIs that 

enables applications to ask the application manager to perform application state 

changes. See Table 6 for a typical example of a DVB-J application’s lifetime seen from 

both the application’s and the application manager’s point of view. [TS812]
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Table 6: An imaginary walkthrough of a DVB-J application’s lifetime [TS812]

Application Manager DVB-J Application

The application manager creates a new

instance of the Xlet.

The Xlet’s default constructor is called

without any arguments.

The Xlet is now in Loaded state.

The application manager creates the

necessary context object for the application

to run. The Xlet is initialised.

The application initialises itself using the

newly created context object.

The Xlet is now in Paused state.

The application manager decides (e.g.

through user interaction or broadcast

signalling) that it is time for the application

to perform its services. The Xlet is

signalled to start.

The application acquires all resources it

needs and begins providing its service.

The Xlet is now in Active state.

The application manager no longer needs

the application’s services so it signals the

application to stop its services.

The application stops its services and may

release some resources that it holds.

The Xlet is now back in the Paused state.

The application manager decides that the

application’s services are no longer

needed. The application manager can also

be forced to make room for another

applications with higher priority.

The Xlet is signalled to destroy itself.

Before the application clean up, it can

choose to save its state and any user

preferences it has.

The Xlet enters the Destroyed state.

4.4 The Application Information Table

The different tables that make up the DVB Service Information were discussed in 

chapter 2.7. The МНР standard introduces one additional table that must be present in 

the transmission stream whenever data services are to be used. This table is the 

Application Information Table (AIT).

As discussed in the following chapters the AIT can be used for various signalling 

purposes. By accessing the information in this table, the receiver can find out vital 

things about the present data service. The table includes information like application 

type, name, manufacturer and profile. It also includes the name of the initial start file 

and information on how the application is to be started. The syntax of the Application 

Information Table is examined in more detail with an example in Appendix E. [TS812]
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4.5 Multiple Xlet support

When a user selects a broadcast service the set-top-box starts looking for an 

Application Information Table for that particular service. If an AIT is found, all 

applications holding the auto-start status are examined more closely. Particularly the 

application descriptor is of interest because it contains the type of the application. When 

all the types are sorted out the receiver starts the natively (or by plug-ins) supported 

applications without any user invention. Note that the AIT can signal applications that 

hold a non-auto-start status as well. These applications are included in the service but 

they must be started by the user or by another application. The set-top-box is also 

required to continuously monitor any changes in the AIT signalled by the broadcaster. 

These changes can for instance include newly introduced auto-start applications or 

termination requests for particular applications. According to the DVB-МНР standard 

the receiver shall detect changes in the AIT in less than 30 seconds.

Subject to present security requirements one application can also be used to 

signal another. This control is however indirect; an application cannot invoke an Xlet 

method of another application directly. The control of another Xlet’s lifecycle must be 

done through an API. This makes it possible for the application manager to keep track 

of the running applications.

4.6 Service bound applications

All applications can be signalled in the AIT as being either service bound or not. 

Service bound applications only run within one broadcast service and they do not 

survive a change in the service (a change of television channel for instance). If they 

wish to survive, the manufacturer must implement a way for the applications to save 

their state. This state can then be reloaded if the user decides to return to the service 

where the service bound application is resident.

If the application however is not service bound, it can continue to run in the 

newly selected service. This however requires that the newly selected service is 

signalling the application in its AIT. If the application, in addition, is signalled as auto

start, then the entire application will be restarted. This can be of use, if the service 

provider wants to give the application a fresh start. Restarting the application will 

namely ease any volatile context from the old instantiation. It is also up to the set-top- 

box to stop monitoring the signalling of the old service and instead focus on the 

signalling of the new service.
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4.7 МНР profiles

While making the МНР specification it became evident to the DVB-MHP 

workgroups that МНР capable digital receivers would not emerge fast enough to meet 

the demands of the markets. To ease the tension on the manufacturers a decision was 

made to split the standard up into different profiles. Each of these profiles requires that 

the receiver support a certain minimum set of features. The manufacturers could thereby 

produce simple receiver that still would conform to the МНР standard. By later adding 

support for more applications areas, simple receivers could be turned into more 

expensive, high-end receivers.

The simplest profile is called Enhanced Broadcasting Profile. This profile 

combines digital audio and video with downloadable applications that allow local and 

restricted interaction. The next profile, the Interactive Broadcasting Profile, enables a 

wide range of interactive services either independent from or associated with the 

broadcaster. This profile also requires that the receiver be fitted with an interaction 

channel (i.e. return channel). The most advanced profile is called Internet Access 

Profile. As the name implies, this profile is intended for accessing Internet services. 

[TS812]

The first ETSI approved МНР standard version was released in July 2000. This 

standard, known as МНР version 1.0, included both the Enhanced and the Interactive 

Broadcasting Profiles. In November 2000 a corrigenda was released to correct and 

complement the version 1.0 standard. Together with the 1.0 standard this corrigenda 

lead the way for МНР version 1.0.1 that was released in October 2001. The 1.0.1 

version was further complemented with corrigenda in November 2001 that lead the way 

for version 1.0.2 in June 2002.

The standard for the most advanced profile, the Internet Access Profile, was 

released in November 2001 as well. This profile is included in version 1.1 of the МНР 

standard. Although the standard is finished, we probably still have to wait a while 

before value added services (and receivers) using the Internet will emerge.
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5 Optimising value added services
Value added services for digital television are primary intended for consumers. 

For a service to be appreciated it must please the consumer both visually and 

functionally. There are some very important factors that a service provider must take 

into account when designing value added services for the television. Aspects like 

resolution of the television screen, colour response, interlaced refresh rates and lack of a 

decent interface all impose rigid restrictions on the graphical representation and the 

usability of the service. Please refer to the “Further reading” section (located after the 

references) for a brief list of additional sources intended for content provider’s making 

value added service.

Besides the graphical details the performance of the consumer’s set-top-boxes 

must be taken into account. A low-end performance set-top-box does not necessary 

perform well with big graphical images, large file structures or non-optimised software 

code. If the users have to wait several minutes for the service to load or if the user 

interface responds with too high a latency-time the service becomes unusable. No mater 

what type of application, the users should always be given feedback on their selections. 

The feedback does not necessary have to be a big issue. A simply “Loading...” message 

or an animated hourglass will do.

Note that the DVB standards do not enforce any performance requirements on the 

digital receivers. It is up to the manufacturer to make the trade-off between performance 

and component prices. Some common set-top-box recommendations (like the NorDig 

specification for the Nordic region) have however been made but these are only 

guidelines for the manufacturer.

5.1 Optimising the playout system

For an optimisation to be successful the broadcasters must have quite a broad 

knowledge of different parts of their system. First of all they must know the limitations 

set by the standards as well as the capabilities of their equipment. If the broadcasters 

wishes to please all their customers they must also take into account the receiver 

penetration and the receiver capabilities. It is also of importance to be familiar with the 

application and data that is being transmitted. This can sometimes be a limiting factor if 

an independent subcontractor has produced the application or the dataset to be 

transmitted.
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5.1.1 BIOP message calculations

We have previously touched upon some limitations that are set by the broadcast 

standards. In chapter 3.4 we discussed how broadcast carousel data is packetized into 

MPEG-2 sections that are limited in size. We also discussed how these limitations map 

to the module and block concepts of the data carousel and how files and directories are 

turned into objects by encapsulating them in BIOP messages. These BIOP messages add 

a certain overhead that must be taken into account when dividing objects into modules. 

The Download Data Blocks and the MPEG-2 sections also add a few bytes of headers.

When calculating module sizes the broadcaster must have knowledge on what 

optional information is. included in the assembled BIOP messages. As presented in 

Table Cl 1 and C12 in Appendix C the BIOP messages can include a lot of optional data 

that can be included without violating any rules. Although the МНР receiver can ignore 

any optional fields the size of this data must be taken into account. The calculations 

presented next are verified on the broadcast equipment presented in chapter 6.1.1.

The BIOP message size depends on the type of object encapsulated. File 

messages only contain the BIOP file message header and the file content itself. 

Calculating the message size of file objects is thus a straightforward process. The BIOP 

file message adds a 44-byte overhead to the file content itself. Directory (and Service 

Gateway) messages contain BIOP directory message headers as well as name bindings 

and object references. Directory message headers are 34 bytes in size. As the broadcast 

system used in this thesis does not include the DSM::File::ContentSize for File object 

bindings both directory-to-file and directory-to-directory bindings require the same 

amount of bytes. In our case the required size is 73 bytes plus the length of the null- 

terminated binding name (i.e. file name or name of a directory). DVB has additionally 

defined that one directory or service gateway object is limited to 512 object bindings 

per message. A brief example on BIOP message calculations is presented in Appendix 

G. [TS812]

5.1.2 Object assignments

When the BIOP messages have been calculated the objects must be assigned into 

modules. When packing objects into one module it is probably best to include objects 

that are closely related to each other. If an application is run on а МНР receiver with a 

limited amount of memory the receiver may not be able to fit the entire application into 

its memory. Some modules must thus be discarded from memory as the application is 

run. As downloading information form a large broadcast carousel can be a slow process 

it is of importance that the receiver should have to discard as few modules as possible.
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The modules should also be filled to near maximum capacity to avoid as much receiver 

memory fragmentation as possible.

According to DVB recommendations a module containing multiple objects 

should not exceed 64 Kbytes (65536 bytes). When summing up closely related objects 

to a module one must also note the Download Data Block and MPEG-2 section 

overhead of 30 bytes. As one module can fit up to 16 complete data blocks only a total 

of 65056 useful bytes are available per each module.

When assembling modules for a large data set it can be of importance to keep in 

mind that all modules belonging to one group are described in a single Download Info 

Indication (DII) message. The DII message must also fit in a MPEG-2 section. As the 

DII message and the MPEG-2 section have a combined header of 46 bytes only 4050 

bytes will be available for module parameters. One module requires at least 29 bytes of 

information. Four more bytes are required if module priority and transparency values 

are included. Compressed modules require 7 additional bytes for parameters. This limits 

the amount of modules that can be described in one DII message to something between 

101 and 139. Additional DII messages should be used if there is a risk of violating this 

limit.

5.1.3 Object load order

Besides arranging closely related files in one module the load order can also be of 

importance. To minimise start-up time it is of advantage that the objects required at 

initialisation are closely grouped together. If the application is delivered to the 

broadcaster as compiled class files only, it can be almost impossible to find out in which 

order the files are required by the receiver at run time. The only thing the broadcaster 

knows is the initial class file and its path. If the МНР receiver however is equipped with 

some sort of debug terminal, this can perhaps shed some light on the load order. The 

МНР receiver studied in this thesis (see chapter 6.1.2) writes out debug information 

each time a module is acquired. The debug information also includes the priority of the 

module. By assigning each object to a module of its own the priority value can be used 

to identify which object is being requested. Assigning each object to a separate module 

is of course not feasible in a real transmission situation but it can be conducted without 

problem in a laboratory environment.

5.1.4 Module playout order

As discussed in chapter 3.3.1 there are no limitations on how often a module or a 

download control message is repeated in a broadcast data carousel. If the transmitted 

data broadcast carousel is large it can be of use to repeat modules with important objects
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more frequent than less important modules. As we will discuss in the next chapter the 

frequent availability of Download Info Indication messages are of importance to the 

receiver when checking validity of cached content. The receiver cannot validate its 

cached content if no fresh DII message is available within a certain grace period. 

Depending on the level of transparency this can cause content changes to go by 

undetected.

5.1.5 Module priorities and transparencies

Module priorities can be used to express the broadcaster’s view on the 

importance of the content of a module. The priority value is only a caching hint to the 

МНР receiver and the receiver manufacturers can use it in combination with their 

caching strategies as they see fit. The priority value is a value between 0 and 255 with 

value 128 being the default. A higher value indicates more important for caching. All 

objects within one module have the same priority. [TS812]

In combination with the priority value the broadcaster can specify a transparency 

level for the objects contained in the module. The implementation of caching in а МНР 

receiver is optional but DVB has defined certain constraints that must be fulfilled if 

caching is implemented. Three transparency levels are defined: transparent caching, 

semi-transparent caching and static caching. The different levels describe how certain 

the МНР receiver shall be about content validity when returning cached objects to the 

application. If no values are defined the default transparency level is transparent 

caching. [TS812]

Transparent caching

Transparent caching is a caching level that ensures that an application cannot 

detect any differences in content validity between underlying cache implementations. 

When returning cached content to the application the МНР receiver shall ensure that the 

content is valid by matching version numbers. As no version information is included in 

the BIOP messages the receiver must use the version of the entire module to detect 

changes in objects. The module version is carried in the module parameters in DII 

messages. Once a DII message has been received it is assumed to be valid for at least 

500 ms. If the terminal has not started filtering for an updated DII message within the 

500 ms grace period no cached content should be returned before validity has been 

checked. [TS812]

The transparency caching can be implemented in at least two different ways in a 

МНР receiver. The manufacturer can choose to implement either an active or a passive 

caching scheme. In an active scheme the receiver has dedicated section filters for each
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DII message that needs to be monitored. This ensures that the receiver is constantly up- 

to-date with content changes. The drawback is however the constantly required 

processing burden. The 500 ms grace period has been introduced to decrease this 

burden a bit. In the passive scheme the receiver does not even try to stay up-to-date with 

content changes. The validity is checked against the transmitted DII only when an 

application wants to receive a cached object. Although this introduces a small delay the 

delay is usually significantly smaller than having to retrieve the content from the 

network. [TS812]

Semi-transparent caching

The semi-transparent caching level allows the МНР receiver to return slightly 

out-dated data to the application. In this way the receiver can cache larger quantities of 

data and still being able to return cached data usually immediately to the receiver. Just 

as in the transparent caching scheme there is a grace period defined for checking version 

numbers against transmitted DII messages. The grace period of the semi-transparent 

caching level is 30 seconds. [TS812]

Static caching

When using static caching level the receiver need only check the validity of 

cached objects when the objects are requested for the first time. After this check the 

receiver need not check for content updates during the lifetime of that application 

instance. [TS812]

5.1.6 Module compression

If the broadcast system makes module compression possible this provides one 

additional option that should be investigated. Compressed modules decrease the 

carousel cycletimes and downloading becomes faster due to the smaller size of the 

modules. If “incorrect” file types are compressed the advantage can however turn out to 

be a setback. Compressing plain text-files and content pages can be successful while 

already tightly compressed images should not be compressed. One must keep in mind 

that the receiver must decompress the modules before any objects can be accessed (the 

BIOP messages are compressed as well). If the decompression algorithm is used in an 

inefficient way the receiver performance can drastically drop.

The compression used by the modules conforms to the “zlib” format as defined in 

RFC 1950. The only compression algorithm that must be supported by МНР receivers 

is the “deflate” compression algorithm using fixed Huffman coding. The “deflate” data
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format is described in RFC 1951. Refer to the “Further reading” section (located after 

the references) for additional information on the RFCs. [TS812]

5.1.7 Carousel cycletime

The cycletime of the carousel is one important aspect that should be taken into 

account when discussing optimisation issues. The cycletime indicate the time it takes 

for a broadcast carousel to rotate one entire cycle. This means that the cycletime is the 

maximum length of time the receiver may have to wait for a particular piece of 

information to be available.

The cycletime is directly dependent on the size of the transmitted carousel and on 

the bit-rate that is allocated for the data broadcast. Bigger carousels and less allocated 

bandwidth will increase the cycletime. There is thus no silver bullet that the 

broadcasters can use to reduce cycletime. It is simply a trade-of between the amount of 

data that the broadcasters wishes to transmit and the amount of bandwidth they are 

ready to sacrifice.

As discussed earlier in chapter 2.6 the data that is fed to the transmission is 

eventually divided into 188 byte packets. This must be taken into account if one wants 

to be as precise as possible about the cycletime. Each download control or download 

data message is divided into these 188 byte packets. If one packet is not entirely filled 

the rest of the packet is padded with bytes of value OxFF. All 188 byte packets also 

include a header of 4 bytes (including the sync-word byte). So when calculating the 

cycletime we must first calculate how many 188 byte packets are needed by our 

carousel. One full download data block of 4096 bytes will for instance require 23 

packets. When the amount of packets has been sorted out the cycletime can simply be 

calculated by dividing the total amount of data with the allocated bandwidth. Note that 

the DSI and DII messages also required a certain amount of packets depending on their 

size.

Let us conclude with an example. Assume that the allocated bandwidth for data 

transmission in the multiplex is 2 Mbit/s. Our carousel has a DSI message of 115 bytes 

and a DII message of 104 bytes. If the modules signalled by the DII message do not 

include any compression or any priorities each module require 29 bytes of information. 

The DII message of 104 bytes does thus carry information about two modules (keeping 

in mind that the headers require 46 bytes). Assume that these two modules consist of 16 

download data blocks each. This means that our carousel has a total of 2 * 15 = 30 full 

blocks (with size 4096 bytes) and two blocks with size 4096 bytes or less. Lets assume 

that the last blocks of the modules are of size 2000 and 3000 bytes. We can now 

calculate the cycletime of the entire carousel. The DSI and the DII require one 188-byte
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packet each. The full data blocks require 23 packets each. The two incomplete data 

blocks require 11 respectively 17 packets. This gives a total of 720 packets. The total 

amount of bits is thus:

720 packets * 188 bytes/packet * 8 bits/bytes = 1082880 bits

The cycletime for this carousel is:

1082880 bits / 2 Mbit/s = 541 ms

5.1.8 Multiple carousels

As discussed in the previous chapter carousel cycletimes are of importance when 

considering optimisation issues. We have already noted that by compressing the 

carousel modules the transferred amount of data can be reduced. One other way of 

reducing the carousel size is by splitting it into smaller, separate carousels. This test has 

been omitted from the case studies in chapter 6 but the advantage can nevertheless be 

proven by simple mathematics.

Let us assume that we have an application of 900 kbits and additional content of 

additional 100 kbits. If we put the application and the content in one big carousel the 

total amount of data (1000 kbits) and the available bandwidth will define the cycletime. 

If the available bandwidth is 800 kbit/s the carousel cycletime is roughly:

1000 kbits / 800 kbit/s = 1250 ms

If we wish to acquire 10 kbits of content from this carousel the load time will be:

10 kbits / 800 kbit/s = 12,5 ms

If the content happens to be available immediately this will also be the total load time. If 

the carousel on the other hand just has passed the point where the content is, we have to 

wait an additional cycle of 1250 ms before we can load the content. The worst-case load 

time will thus be 1262,5 ms.

If we on the other hand allocate one carousel for the application and one carousel 

for the content the situation changes depending on how we allocate the bandwidth 

between the two carousels. If we allocate 200 kbit/s for the content and the rest for the 

application the cycletimes of the carousels will be as follows:

Content carousel 100 kbits / 200 kbit/s = 500 ms 

Application carousel 900 kbits / 600 kbit/s = 1500 ms
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The load time for 10 kbits of content will now be:

10 kbits / 200 kbit/s = 50 ms

As we can see, the load time is four times slower than in the previous case. The worst- 

case scenario load time (now 550 ms) has however been more than halved. By 

allocating bandwidth in favour of the content carousel we can make the content fetching 

faster. The application will however take longer to load.

When considering future receiver implementations with the ability to 

permanently store applications this “carousel splitting” can prove to be a vital method 

for optimising. As the content carousel tends to grow bigger and bigger as time goes by 

more and more bandwidth should be allocated to it. If we are stuck with a certain 

predefined bandwidth we have no other choice but to sacrifice application load time. 

This will however cause harm only when the application is loaded for the first time. 

Once the receiver has stored the application locally (in memory or on hard disk) the 

application carousel needs to be accessed only when an application update is available. 

Compared to the highly dynamic and constantly updated content, the application update 

frequency will be negligible small.

5.2 Optimising on the set-top-box side

Considering the market situation at the moment the customers can roughly be 

divided into two categories. For the first category of viewers a minimum television is 

sufficient. It does not matter whether the signals are transmitted analogue or digitally. 

These consumers will upgrade their TV sets only when analogue transmissions are cut 

off and even then they will buy the cheapest possible receiver. For the other category of 

viewers the latest news, sports and movie coverage is essential. These consumers are 

expected to use interactive receivers as soon as they are available. They are also willing 

to pay for large-screen, high-end integrated TV sets with full interactivity. How should 

the receiver manufacturers now proceed with their product development if they wish to 

please the entire market?

One important issue that should be kept in mind from the beginning is the 

concept of a modular solution that scales to meet different demands. By choosing a chip 

supplier that can provide both low-end and high-end processors will thus be essential. 

Besides a scalable CPU, different solutions should be available for graphic units and 

audio and video and system decoders. This is the only way to make real cost-downs and 

feature updates possible. Some manufacturers have also chosen to cut costs by 

implementing new software platforms upon old platform implementations. This
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approach will however not pay off in the long run as the manufacturer presumably is 

forced to make compromises along the way.

On the software side a real time operating system and some kind of middleware 

should be included on top of the hardware. The middleware is responsible for the 

housekeeping functions of the receiver and it should be in native code for performance 

reasons. For МНР applications a system independent bytecode processor must be 

included. This processor, known as the Java Virtual Machine, shall be complemented 

with additional tailor made МНР middleware (i.e. frameworks, components and 

libraries) to make the МНР system complete. An application interface is then used to 

hide the complexity of system dependencies from the downloadable (or resident) МНР 

applications. These building blocks are presented in Figure 13.

As the Java Virtual Machine middleware affect receiver performance to a very 

high degree it is of uttermost importance that the receiver’s software can be updated 

with ease. This gives the manufacturers a chance to fix bugs and inefficient code at a 

later state. As required by the NorDig specifications (see chapter 2.3) the receivers 

should definitely be equipped with a bootloader for conducting updates.

"1
Resident applications Downloaded applications

AWT Java and Java extensions Java
Virtual

MachineMiddleware Real time operating system

Hardware platform / DVB compliant input & output

Figure 13: МНР platform architecture

One important upcoming event for the receiver manufacturers is the soon to be 

released МНР Test suite. The test suite will be made available via the European 

Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) during the second quarter of 2002. The 

test suite will include more than 10000 individual software tests that check receiver 

compliance with the DVB МНР 1.0.2 standard. The МНР Test Consortium has also 

created a fully automated test environment to support receiver test process.
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5.2.1 Graphics

For the graphical support in a receiver the Abstract Windowing Toolkit (AWT) is 

required. The AWT support GUI programming for МНР applications by providing user 

interface components, event handling and support for graphics and imaging. The AWT 

interacts with the Graphical Device Interface (GDI) that is used to hide the graphics 

hardware of the receiver. The GDI is responsible for operations like simple graphic 

manipulation, windowing management and synchronisation of graphical elements.

The GDI has a lot of hardware responsibilities and the manufacturer should 

ensure that enough resources are allocated to graphics. To distribute the burden, the 

GDI can distribute tasks between two interfacing hardware components. The first 

component is the video processing unit. This unit handles video and graphic output like 

scaling and conversion. The unit is also in charge of different graphical frame buffers. 

The other component is the graphics accelerator that is tailor made to handle certain 

graphical operations and transfer function calculations using hardware only.

Besides providing calculation power the graphics accelerator should be allowed 

to write directly into the frame buffers. One key issue in graphical representation is the 

possibility to locate frame buffers either on-screen or off-screen. Off-screen frame 

buffers allows for powerful integration with the AWT double-buffering techniques. 

Double-buffering can be used to prepare off-screen frame buffers with graphical 

objects. When all objects are completed the frame buffer can be copied to the on-screen 

frame buffer at once. [RosOl]

5.2.2 Memory

The DVB has decided not to include any strict recommendations on the amount 

of memory in МНР receivers. The only thing the МНР standards 1.0.2 states is that the 

receiver should have enough memory to successfully load any arbitrary 262144 bytes of 

Java class files into the memory space of the Java Virtual Machine. Future receivers 

conforming to the МНР standard 1.1 will however be required to have capabilities to 

store applications local. These aspects will probably change the requirement on the 

memory as well.

The manufacturers have fortunately realised that the minimum requirement stated 

above is not going to be enough in the long run. The prototypes of the receivers that 

have been presented are all equipped with RAM between 8 and 32 Mbytes. The entire 

RAM is however not available for downloaded applications. Video and audio decoding 

and buffering and platform management (e.g. stacks, queues) can take up a lot of 

memory. The efficient use of the available memory resources is thus of importance and 

the manufacturer should try to iron out an efficient caching strategy. DVB introduces
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some caching constraints that should be followed. These constraints are presented in 

chapter 5.1.5.

Besides RAM the receivers are equipped with flash ROM (usually between 8 and 

16 Mbytes). The ROM holds the libraries, the virtual machine, system tools, firmware 

and operating system with drivers. Basic system configuration and factory settings are 

usually stored on EEPROM. The receiver studied in this thesis has a total of 32 Mbytes 

of RAM and 8 Mbytes flash of ROM. [Eva98] [YosOl]

The NorDig specifications that are presented in chapter 2.3 also include some 

memory specific recommendations. The NorDig I recommendation states that the 

hardware should be equipped with at least 4 Mbytes of RAM and 4 Mbytes of flash 

ROM. The NorDig II recommendation has increased the amount of RAM to 16 Mbytes 

and the amount of ROM to 8 Mbytes. [NI01] [NII01]

5.2.3 Processor

The speed of the processor and the amount of memory are of course of 

importance. As Java application has proven to be quite heavy to run, too little 

processing power and insufficient memory will simply not be enough. The amount of 

memory and the processor power is however not necessarily the biggest bottleneck in a 

receiver. If the manufacturers want to make a quick solution they can introduce a high- 

end CPU, large amounts of memory and a Java hardware accelerator. This solution will 

however be expensive and thus not applicable to low-end receivers. If the manufacturers 

want to introduce a low-end receiver they have to come up with an additional cost-down 

solution with a standard CPU and limited amount of memory. The efforts in this 

solution should be put on cost efficient ways of reducing the processor power needed by 

the CPU. Introducing a separate graphics accelerator and individual hardware filter are 

some considerable solutions. Finding bottlenecks can however be a quite tricky task.

By turning to numbers the NEC manufactured processing unit in the МНР 

receiver studied in this thesis is running at a core speed of 81 MHz. Besides NEC, 

STMicro is a processor manufacturer whose processors have widely been used in МНР 

enabled set-top-boxes. STMicro’s basic processors are running in the same range of 

processing speed as the NEC processor. This will thus be the speed range of the first 

wave of set-top-boxes. NEC and STMicro do however have a wide range of more 

efficient processors that probably will be available in future set-top-box releases. 

[YosOl]

One good reference for future markets is the white paper that four large receiver 

manufacturers have put together. The white paper tries to sum up the reasonable 

hardware requirements needed to run a reasonable set of different applications. The
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recommended processor speed is in range 80 to 130 MHz for the МНР Enhanced and 

Interactive profiles. The Internet access profile will increase the requirements with an 

additional 70 MHz. According to the white paper МНР will be cost efficient compared 

to the available proprietary solutions. According to the white paper the additional cost 

of introducing МНР in a basic set-top-box will be in the range of 43 - 72 €. By 2005 

this cost has reduced to 21 -40 €. [MHP01]

5.3 Optimising on the software side

Much has already been said about the technical aspects of optimisation and 

several different technical solutions have been presented. Now it is time to take a closer 

look at the value added service itself. This chapter will mainly focus on optimisation 

issues concerning application file access and file related procedures. Several other 

optimisation areas exist but these will not be covered in this thesis. Needless to say, 

smart and efficient programming will pay off even when developing МНР applications.

When discussing data broadcast systems (i.e. object carousels) it is worth keeping 

in mind that most МНР receivers do not have any methods of storing application related 

files locally. Some future receivers may be equipped with non-volatile RAM or a hard

disk but the application developer should not make an assumption that this always will 

be the case.

Due to the lack of local storage the file system access becomes rather 

complicated. The application can always rely on the standard java.io classes to work 

when accessing broadcast filesystems. The java.io classes are in fact used every time 

the МНР receiver accesses an application’s initial class. Due to the nature of the 

network and its latency the use of the java.io classes are however not optimal in all 

cases. As discussed earlier, carousel type transmissions may from time to time force the 

receiver to wait for some particular data to become available.

To minimise the effect of the network latency, DVB has developed the 

org.dvb.dsmcc package. This API is inherited from the java.io package due to the fact 

that java.io already has all the basic functionality covered. Some additional extensions 

have however been introduced.

On important extension is that the org.dvb.dsmcc is able to handle more than 

just plain files. The API gives the application an ability to process any type of DSM-CC 

supported object. In this thesis we have (beside file objects) focused on directory 

objects and on the Service Gateway object. By being able to access the Service Gateway 

object the application can mount additional object carousels (procedure described in 

Appendix D) into its filespace. This will be particularly important if the files of one 

service are divided amongst several separate carousels (as discussed in chapter 5.1.8).
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The directory objects, on the other hand, carry valuable reference information that can 

be of use to an application.

One other important extension of the org.dvb.dsmcc package is the ability to 

load objects (i.e. files) from the carousel in an asynchronous fashion. The java.io 

package only supports synchronous loading, which means that the application main 

thread will lock up every time a file operation is performed. The asynchronous feature 

in the org.dvb.dsmcc package gives the application a possibility to create an 

“asynchronous loading listener” to take care of the loading. Each object that is 

asynchronously loaded is required to report back to the listener when loading is finished 

of if an error has occurred. Several loads can thus be started in parallel and harmful 

temporary lockups can be avoided.

The advantages of asynchronous loading have immediately been utilised in the 

org.dvb.dsmcc package itself. The API has one additional method that allows the 

application to request that certain object are asynchronously pre-fetched. If the receiver 

support pre-fetching the application can give the receiver a hint that certain files 

probably will be needed in the near future. Even though the receiver does support pre

fetching nothing can be guaranteed. The receiver may for instance decide to drop the 

pre-fetch request to make resources available for regular load requests.

Besides asynchronous loading the org.dvb.dsmcc package gives the developers 

additional freedom by allowing them to control receiver caching to a certain extent. We 

have earlier, in chapter 5.1.5, discussed how the broadcaster can assign different 

transparency levels of caching for the transmitted files. The org.dvb.dsmcc API allows 

the application to modify these policies to a certain extent, namely by defining if a 

particular object is loaded from cache, loaded from either cache or stream or always 

loaded from stream. The application developer can for instance request that an object 

always be loaded from the stream even if the broadcaster has signalled the file to be of 

static transparency level. The application can however not override decisions in the 

other direction. The application can thus not load an object from the receiver’s cache if 

the broadcaster has signalled that the object always should be loaded from the stream. 

For the extended caching features to be of additional use, the org.dvb.dsmcc package 

makes it possible for the application to monitor the transmitted object for changes. 

[TS812]

As we can note, the org.dvb.dsmcc package has a lot of extensions that can be 

used by the developers when developing value added services. The multitude of features 

can seem burdensome at a first glance but the extra effort of just thinking through the 

application structure (and e.g. predicting user selections) will probably pay off in the 

long run.
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6 Case Super Teletext
When the digital television licenses were granted in 1999 the license holders 

immediately agreed upon certain guidelines that would apply to all license holders and 

their multiplexes. As discussed in chapter 2.2 the common launch date was one 

agreement that was reached. As Finland immediately decided to introduce value added 

services in the terrestrial network some additional agreements concerning this issue 

were made. The license holders decided that two national МНР applications (Super 

Teletext and Electronic Program Guide) should be made available on each channel. By 

using the same applications and technical solutions the analogue-digital transition 

would be made as easy as possible for the consumers. [YLE01]

In 2000 the multiplex administrators agreed upon the more specific guidelines on 

the national applications. When the guidelines finally were ironed out the multiplex 

administrators founded a new commonly owned company called Plateo Ltd. Plateo’s 

task was to co-ordinate a joint operation to acquire the required licenses for the 

technical solutions. The licenses should cover at least the national applications as well 

as a Conditional Access (CA) system. After a bidding competition Plateo decided to 

start negotiations about the national applications with a Finnish company called Sofia 

Digital Ltd. The Norwegian Conax was chosen as the supplier of the CA system. 

[YLE01]

One of the national applications that were ordered from Sofia Digital was the 

Super Teletext. The Super Teletext can be seen as an enhanced Teletext service with a 

user-friendly graphical interface and additional interactive elements. As the content of 

the Super Teletext consist of XHTML pages and style sheets the application can easily 

be equate with a simple Internet web browser. In this thesis we will focus on optimising 

the broadcast procedure of the national Super Teletext and its content.

As said before, the Super Teletext application is common on all digital television 

channels in Finland. The content is however different on each channel or at least 

different in each multiplex. The Super Teletext application does not itself set any 

limitation on the contained amount of content. As time goes by one can imagine that the 

amount of pages rapidly will grow, as more and more features are included. To keep an 

ever-growing application usable, some sort of transmission optimisation scheme must 

be made.

6.1 Used equipment

To be as successful as possible in optimising the data broadcast the broadcasters 

must have knowledge of the type of application they are transmitting. They must also 

know the features of and limitation set by the used broadcast equipment. To be able to
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please as many viewers as possible the broadcasters should also cater for the capabilities 

of all the МНР receivers available on the market.

6.1.1 Broadcast equipment

The broadcast equipment used in this thesis is provided by Sony Broadcast & 

Professional Europe. The equipment consists of a product range of hardware and tailor 

made software components. The heart of the system is the MediaManager Server. It is a 

Compaq Proliant cluster system providing the required services as well as a centralised 

database. The database contains the required broadcast configuration information as 

well as information about authorised Clients.

The Clients are stand-alone applications that are run on computers connected to 

the broadcast system. As every application is published through a Client it is of 

importance that the additional security aspects are taken into account. Before a Client 

can publish anything it must be validated on the MediaManager Server. Besides 

validating the Client the Server is responsible for granting broadcast resources to the 

Client. By limiting the resources, the Server, i.e., the server administrator, can set up 

restrictions on broadcast timetables, accessible transport streams, size of applications 

etc. Once the Server has approved the Client the actual publishing procedure can take 

place within the pre-defined parameters.

The workhorse of the MediaManager system is however not the Server nor the 

Client. One additional piece of hardware called the MediaCaster must be introduced. 

The MediaCaster is the last link before the multiplex. It is thus eventually up to the 

Caster to produce the MPEG-2 transport stream to be transmitted. Figure 14 illustrates 

how the different parts are connected to each other. The MediaManager hardware and 

software versions are summarised in Table 7.
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Figure 14: The MediaManager environment

Table 7: MediaManager product range

Hardware resources

Product Type OS

MediaManager Server Compaq Proliant Cluster Windows 2000 (SP2)

MediaCaster Sony DCMC-1000 Linux

Software resources

Product Type Version

MediaCaster Host software Release 2.0.0

MediaManager Client Client software Version 2.2.2 (build 28)

MediaManager Admin. Administration software Version 2.2.2 (build 22)

When discussing optimisation the focal point is the MediaCaster. The 

MediaCaster is responsible for assembling the data carousels as well as providing the 

required Service Information. By configuring the MediaManager Server the broadcast 

can affect the Service Information that is transmitted. The broadcaster can also use 

XML files to influence how the data carousels are assembled. By using the Client 

interface these XML files can be forwarded to the MediaCaster along with the 

application data. The current XML supported optimisation methods are summarised in 

Table 8. [MC02]
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Table 8: Supported features of the current MediaCaster release [MC02]

Definition of File and Directory objects Release 2.0.0

Explicit assignment of objects into modules Release 2.0.0

Control over compression of individual modules Release 2.0.0

Control over individual module priorities Release 2.0.0

Control over caching hints for individual modules Release 2.0.0

Explicit assignment of modules into groups Release 2.0.0

Explicit ordering and repetition of modules, DSI and DII messages Release 2.0.0

6.1.2 Equipment used for measurement

The most efficient and substantial way to recognise the effects of the optimisation 

is simply by measuring the time required for а МНР receiver to start an application and 

to handle its additional content. Unfortunately only one МНР receiver is available on 

the market at the moment so this will limit the contemplation to a certain degree. As the 

МНР receiver market broadens, additional receivers shall be included in the 

optimisation process. There is however going to be an awkward decision for the 

broadcaster to make; how should low-, mid- and high-end МНР receivers be supported 

at the same time.

Besides measuring application start-up times with a simple stopwatch some 

additional equipment can be of use. The additional measurement equipment used in this 

thesis is the Adherent StreamStation. The StreamStation can be used to record a 

snapshot of the entire broadcast stream of one multiplex. By using dedicated software, 

interesting parts (as the examples in Appendix D and E) can be filtered out from this 

snapshot. In this thesis we will particularly focus on software that is able to filter and 

analyse data broadcast carousels. The same piece of software can also be used to 

measure data carousel cycletime (as discussed in chapter 5.1.7). More specific 

information on the measurement equipment is presented in Table 9.
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Table 9: Used equipment for measurement

МНР receiver

Product Type Software version

Sony Wega IDTV KD-32NX100 Version 1.2.141

MPEG Test System

Product Type OS / Version

Adherent StreamStation AD953-II Windows NT (SP6)

Adherent Carousel Analyser Carousel analyser software Version 1.2.8.0

6.2 Super Teletext application and content

The optimisation of the Super Teletext is divided into two logical parts: the 

application part and the content part. The Super Teletext application itself can be 

optimised with high precision as it will remain comparatively static over time. The 

content is however very dynamic and does thus require a more flexible optimisation 

scheme.

6.2.1 Super Teletext application

The Super Teletext application is a collection of Java class files along with 

related graphics and a certain amount of configuration files (called properties). As the 

Super Teletext is closely related to the Electronic Program Guide (EPG) these two 

applications are in fact combined into an application package. A common software 

Launcher controls the entire package. The application package and its contents are 

presented in more detail in Appendix G. Application versions are listed in Table 10.

Table 10: Software versions of the national applications

National applications

Software product Software version

Launcher Version 0.81

Super Teletext Version 31.0

Electronic Program Guide Version 9.0

6.2.2 Super Teletext content

A distinct feature of the Super Teletext content is the high rate of dynamics. The 

Super Teletext is used to present latest news, weather forecasts, sport results, business
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information and much more. It is fair to estimate that several hundred updates can occur 

within one hour alone even with a small amount of content. As it is impossible to 

manually conduct all the content updates some automatic mechanism must be utilised. It 

is however not only the content that must be updated. Some though must be given to 

content optimisation as well.

The content updating is taken care of by the MediaManager Client (described in 

chapter 6.1.1). The Client can be put in a particular mode where it monitors files 

deemed important by the broadcaster. If the Client detects any changes in the monitored 

files their content is automatically updated on the Server and thus also in the broadcast 

carousel. This method does however introduce one restriction as the file structure 

monitored by the Client must be static. The Client cannot be used to automatically add 

completely new files to the data broadcast carousel. It can only be used to update 

content of files already in transmission. The static structure of the Super Teletext 

content is presented in Appendix H.

6.3 Optimising the Super Teletext

This chapter presents six different optimisation scenarios that are inspected in this 

thesis. Only scenarios supported by the broadcast equipment (presented in chapter 

6.1.1) are considered as these scenarios can be measured and compared. The same 

application and Super Teletext content is used for each scenario but the scenarios differ 

in how the file and directory objects are assigned into carousel modules. When module 

assignments are done the methods described in chapter 5.1 are applied and the results 

are inspected using different transmission bandwidths. The module assignments and the 

optimisation information of each scenario are signalled to the MediaCaster by using 

dedicated XML files. The measurement results are summarised in chapter 6.4.

6.3.1 Scenario 1 - Shell script scheme

The MediaManager product range comes with a few UNIX shell scripts that can 

be used to generate an optimisation scheme. The XML optimisation files generated by 

these scripts should been seen as a default scheme rather than a serious optimisation 

attempt. This default scheme is however a good starting point for the broadcaster who 

wishes to make optimisation attempts. The shell scripts assign files and directories into 

modules in alphabetical order. A new module is started each time the maximum 

recommended module size is reached. The recommendations are described in chapter 

5.1.2.
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6.3.2 Scenario 2 - Default MediaManager scheme

If no valid XML optimisation file is provided to the MediaManager system a 

default module assignment scheme is used. This scheme assigns files to modules 

according to the directory structure. Each directory starts a new module and all the files 

in this directory are assigned to the module. Module size limit is respected as new 

modules are introduced if the files in the directory exceed the DVB recommended limit.

6.3.3 Scenario 3 - Load order determination

This scenario is useful when determining object load order. Each object (i.e. file 

or directory) is assigned into a module of its own. According to the DVB specification 

no module sizes need to be respected as each module only contains one object. This 

scenario is thus very suitable in a test environment. It should however never be used in 

live transmission as it forces the receiver to make a lot of load operations. This scenario 

could be seen as some sort of a worst-case scenario.

6.3.4 Scenario 4 - One big module

If the broadcaster chooses to ignore the DVB recommendation on module sizes 

one possible scheme is to assign all files and directories into one big module. If the 

receiver is equipped with a lot of memory this scenario can prove to be very fast. This 

scenario should however be used as reference only as the DVB recommendations are 

violated.

6.3.5 Scenario 5 - Load order assignment

In this scenario the file and directory objects are assigned into modules in the 

order the receiver requires them at load time. The load order for the objects is 

determined as described in chapter 5.1.3. Module size recommendations are honoured 

and a new module is started each time the recommended limit is reached. All objects for 

which a load order cannot be confirmed are assigned into separate modules in 

alphabetical order.

6.3.6 Scenario 6 - Related object assignment

One could assume that files residing in one directory are somehow linked 

together. It is thus likely that all (or at least most) of the files are required at load time 

within a short time interval. In this scenario the objects are assigned into modules 

according to the hierarchical file structure. This scenario is similar to scenario 2 but 

with the difference that objects in several directories are combined to match the 

recommended maximum size as closely as possible.
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6.4 Optimising results

This chapter describes and summarises the measurements that are done on the 

scenarios presented in the previous chapter. The chapter is divided into subchapters 

each describing more closely the results for the carousels under influence of one or 

more optimisation methods. All measurements are done using carousel bandwidth of 

500 kbit/s, 1 Mbit/s, 2 Mbit/s, 3 Mbit/s, 5 Mbit/s and 6 Mbit/s.

6.4.1 Uncompressed modules with default transparencies

The first measurements are done on the carousels using only uncompressed 

modules with default transparencies (i.e. transparent caching).

Key values

Table 11 summarises some key values for the scenarios under the conditions 

defined above. Table 11 shows that all carousels have a DSI message of 115 bytes. This 

is understandable, as the DSI is not concerned with the properties of the carousel itself. 

The DSI message only contains the reference to the Service Gateway, which is similar 

in all scenarios.

Table 11: Key values of the scenarios

Scenario

1 2 3 4 5 6

Size of DSI message (bytes) 115 115 115 115 115 115

Size of DII message(s) (bytes) 481 1583 7243 75 510 626

Amount of DDEs 223 253 384 218 225 227

Amount of modules 15 53 245 1 16 20

The size of the DII message varies depending on how many modules are 

described by the particular message. The amount of modules varies between the 

scenarios from 1 (all objects in one module) to 245 (each objects in a separate module). 

Only one DII message is needed for each carousel with the exception of the carousel in 

scenario 3. As scenario 3 consist of 245 modules one DII message cannot alone hold all 

the required module information. Keep in mind that each DII messages must fit the 

4096-byte MPEG-2 section described in chapter 5.1.2. The modules in scenario 3 are 

thus described in three DII messages. The first two DII messages describe 82 modules 

each and the third DII cover the remaining 81 modules. The total size of all these three 

messages is 7243 bytes as indicated by Table 11. The reader can easily verify the 

correctness of the DII message size by looking at Table C4 in Appendix C. Each DII
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consist of 46 bytes of headers and each (uncompressed) module without transparency 

values require 29 bytes of information.

The module efficiency can also be estimated by recalling that one full module 

(satisfying the DVB recommendation) can hold up to 16 uncompressed download data 

blocks. All download data blocks are of same size (4096 bytes) except for the last one in 

each module. As an example, look at the difference between scenario 1 and scenario 2. 

Scenario 1 has modules with an average of 14,87 data blocks each while each module in 

scenario 2 only has an average of 4,77 data blocks. While using low module efficiency 

wastes no significant amount of bandwidth, more modules will inevitably mean more 

load operations for the receiver. By comparison the worst-case scenario (scenario 3) has 

a rate of only 1,57 data blocks per module. The scenario with only one module gives us 

on the other hand a clue of the minimum required amount of download data blocks for 

the carousels.

As each data block contain 4066 bytes of useful information the total size of the 

carousels can estimated. Depending on the size of the last data block in the module the 

carousel has a total size between 882323 bytes and 886388 bytes (the carousel is in fact 

of size 885078 bytes including application data, content and BIOP messages).

Carousel cycletime

Before any measures are done it can be of use to measure the carousel cycletime 

for each scenario. The carousel cycletimes for different bandwidths are summarised in 

Table 12.

Table 12 clearly show that the variation in cycletimes between the scenarios with 

equal bandwidth is insignificant. Only the worst-case scenario show some small 

variations compared to the other scenarios. The reader can easily verify that by doubling 

the bandwidth the carousel cycletime can be halved.

Table 12: Carousel cycletimes in seconds for different bandwidths

Scenario

1 2 3 4 5 6

Bandwidth 500 kbit/s 15,06 15,12 15,43 15,02 15,01 15,04

Bandwidth 1 Mbit/s 7,54 7,58 7,73 7,54 7,54 7,55

Bandwidth 2 Mbit/s 3,77 3,79 3,86 3,77 3,77 3,77

Bandwidth 3 Mbit/s 2,51 2,52 2,57 2,51 2,51 2,51

Bandwidth 5 Mbit/s 1,51 1,51 1,54 1,51 1,51 1,51

Bandwidth 6 Mbit/s 1,26 1,26 1,29 1,26 1,26 1,26
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Measurements

The most important thing to measure is the application response times that the 

viewer experiences. This thesis will focus on application start-up time and on content 

fetching. In the start-up scenario the stopwatch is started as soon as the Sony IDTV 

receiver has tuned to the service carrying the carousel to be measured. The Super 

Teletext application is stared as soon as the application launcher is done.

When the Super Teletext application is loaded the Sony IDTV receiver presents 

the main page in two phases. In the first phase the background colour is set and the text 

elements are displayed. The graphical elements are presented as soon as they are 

prepared on the off-screen frame buffer (see chapter 5.2.1). All graphical elements are 

necessarily not presented at once depending on how the receiver is able to download 

and prepare them. The clock is stopped when all the graphical elements are displayed. 

One intermediate is set at the first display phase as well.

It is important to keep in mind that all measures are highly depending on the 

cycletime of the carousel. If the DSI message happens to be transmitted at the same 

time the receiver tunes to the service a fast start-up can be expected. If the receiver on 

the other hand misses the first occurrence of the DSI the entire start-up is delayed by at 

least the amount of the cycletime. To be able to predict the impact of the carousel 

cycletime at start-up, one measurement intermediate is set at the point where the initial 

class is started. This point in time can be determined by observing the debug output of 

the receiver. Table 13 presents the results. As the carousel cycletime has proven to be 

vital when making conclusions an average cycletimes of all the scenarios is included in 

the table as well.
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Table 13: Start-up times in seconds for the different scenarios
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Table 13 clearly indicate that scenario 3 definitely is the worst-case scenario with 

very long application start-up times at least when using low bandwidth. The explanation 

is simple, low bandwidth means long cycletimes. Long cycletimes are dreadful when 

the objects are divided into several modules. The receiver probably spends most of its 

processing time just waiting for the desired module to be available in the carousel.

When the bandwidth is increased the differences in start-up times seem to 

decrease exponentially. At 6 Mbit/s the start-up times are quite close to each other for 

all the scenarios. This is probably due to the fact that the carousel cycletime at high 

bandwidths becomes less of an issue. Unfortunately the bandwidth is a very scarce 

resource in the multiplex so we need to put in some extra effort to decrease the start-up 

times at low bandwidths as well.

When looking at start-up times for low bandwidth carousels the scenario 2 is by 

far the fastest one. This seem to be quite a surprising result at least when comparing to 

scenario 4 that previously was reasoned to be the best and fastest reference scenario. 

The scenario 2 does however differ in one important way. Keep in mind that we are 

using default transparency values for all the modules in the scenarios. The default 

transparency caching scheme (described in chapter 5.1.5) require that the receiver 

should not return cached content to the application without ensuring that the content is 

valid. The grace period is very short. The root directory object (Service Gateway) is 

thus of key importance as it is used each time an object is referenced in the carousel. In 

scenario 2 the Service Gateway object reside in a module of its own while the Service 

Gateway object in scenario 4 is included in a module along with all other objects. As the 

Service Gateway is in a module of its own it is a fast task to ensure the module’s 

validity. When the Service Gateway on the other hand is included in a module alongside 

with other objects the validation process can introduce some latency.

This theory can easily be tested by defining that the Service Gateway is an object 

with static information. This can be achieved by applying a static caching scheme on the 

module carrying this key objects. When the module is defined within the static caching 

scope no validity checking done by the receiver is longer needed.

6.4.2 Uncompressed modules with defined transparencies

To test the theory from the previous chapter the module carrying the Service 

Gateway will be defined as static. In the final solution all the files belonging to the 

application should in fact be defined as static as changes over time in the application 

itself are rare. The content of the Super Teletext should however been kept dynamic 

either by defining the content modules to be within the transparent or the semi

transparent caching scope.
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Key values

Table 14 summarises the familiar key values in the case that a transparency (and 

priority) value are defined for the module carrying the Service Gateway. Compared to 

the values presented in Table 11 the only difference is a 4-byte increase in the DII 

message size that is required by the transparency value.

Table 14: Key values of the scenarios

Scenario

1 2 3 4 5 6

Size of DSI message (bytes) 115 115 115 115 115 115

Size of DII message(s) (bytes) 485 1587 7247 79 514 630

Amount of DDBs 223 253 384 218 225 227

Amount of modules 15 53 245 1 16 20

Carousel cycletime

As the only change to the previous case is the slightly increase in DII message 

sizes no differences can be noted in the carousel cycletimes. The cycletimes are thus 

according to the values presented in Table 12.

Measurements

Although the carousels only differ by a few bytes the measurement show some 

radical improvement in application start-up time compared to the case where only 

default transparencies were used. The results are summarised in Table 15.

If we compare the results in Table 13 and Table 15 we can note a very significant 

improvement in the start-up times for scenario 1, 4, 5 and 6. As assumed in the previous 

chapter, no improvements can be noted for scenario 2. The same applies for scenario 3, 

which thus still will remain the worst-case scenario.
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Table 15: Start-up times in seconds for the different scenarios
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6.4.3 Compressed modules with defined transparencies

As the transparencies have been sorted out we continue by focusing on module 

compression. We start by compressing all the modules to see what kind of impact that 

will have. We will keep the transparency value for the Service Gateway objects that was 

defined in the previous chapter.

Key values

Table 16 summarises the key values for the compression case. The DII message 

sizes are increased, as each module will require 7 more bytes of compression 

information. The amount of modules will stay the same but the amount of download 

data blocks will decrease due to the fact that the data is compressed. Keep however in 

mind that no new module arrangements should be done. The DVB recommendation 

states that the modules must be within the recommended size in an uncompressed state.

Table 16: Key values of the scenarios

Scenario

1 2 3 4 5 6

Size of DSI message (bytes) 115 115 115 115 115 115

Size of DII message(s) (bytes) 590 1958 8962 86 626 770

Amount of DDBs 143 173 336 135 147 148

Amount of modules 15 53 245 1 16 20

Carousel cycletime

One advantage that compression will bring is (hopefully) faster carousel 

cycletimes as the amount of transmitted data is reduced. The reader can verify that this 

indeed is the case by looking at the carousel cycletimes summarised in Table 17.

Table 17: Carousel cycletimes in seconds for different bandwidths

Scenario

1 2 3 4 5 6

Bandwidth 500 kbit/s 9,47 9,59 10,87 9,27 9,53 9,47

Bandwidth 1 Mbit/s 4,47 4,84 5,45 4,67 4,80 4,74

Bandwidth 2 Mbit/s 2,37 2,42 2,72 2,34 2,40 2,37

Bandwidth 3 Mbit/s 1,58 1,61 1,81 1,56 1,55 1,58

Bandwidth 5 Mbit/s 0,95 0,97 1,09 0,93 0,96 0,95

Bandwidth 6 Mbit/s 0,79 0,81 0,91 0,78 0,80 0,79
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Measurements

If the receiver is capable of decompressing the compressed modules fast enough 

this compression case should introduce some improvements in start-up times due to the 

decreased cycletimes. The results are presented in Table 19.

Table 19 show that compressed modules indeed introduces some improvements. 

It is however not necessary feasible to compress all modules in the final and optimal 

solution. The compression should be made according to the type of files in the modules. 

Table 18 summarises how efficient the compression algorithm is on the different file 

types. The used sample data is taken directly from the application and from the Super 

Teletext content. The compression method used is described in more detail in chapter 

5.1.6.

Table 18: Compression ratios for different type of files

File type(s) Files Uncompressed size Compressed size Compression ratio

.class 91 349847 140148 59,94 %

.gif images 48 404368 367762 9,05 %

.jpg images 1 4314 2431 43,65 %

.png images 5 . 12213 6627 45,74 %

I-frames (,m2v) 1 20829 8014 61,52%

.txt & .property 12 9220 2994 67,53 %

.html & .css 38 61339 10960 82,13 %

As we can see, Java bytecode and files containing plain text will compress very 

well. The gif-images on the other hand compress badly as could be expected. Not much 

can be said about the I-frame and the jpg- and png-images as the test data set is so 

small. One could however assume that image files should be left uncompressed.
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Table 19: Start-up times in seconds for the different scenarios
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6.4.4 Optimal case

In this chapter we will try to generate an optimal optimisation scheme based on 

the discoveries done in the previous three subchapters. As we have seen, many factors 

play a vital part when optimising data broadcast carousels. The measured start-up times 

are only tested on one МНР receiver so nothing much can be said about how the future 

will look like. Some changes must probably be done as the differences in receiver 

capabilities can be quite big. Much depends on how the manufacturer chooses to 

implement things like graphics acceleration, carousel download mechanisms and cache 

policy.

The measurements have clearly indicated that scenario 4 containing only one 

module is the optimal solution for carousels with low bandwidth. This scenario can 

however not be used in the broadcast environment as it violates recommendations set by 

the DVB. The 5th and 6th scenario does fortunately also perform quite well. The 

optimal module assignment should thus be a combination of the these two scenario still 

keeping in mind that “big modules" have been proven worthy in scenario 4.

Scenario 5 could of course be used as is but strictly following object load order 

may not be a wise choice in the long run. Let us for instance assume that the application 

needs to instantiate one object from a certain directory early in the start-up procedure. 

First the directory reference for the file object must be sorted out. After that the file 

object can be referenced and instantiated. If the objects are arranged according to load 

order the required directory objects are probably located in the same module as the file 

object. No problems are thus expected. When start-up continues the receiver may at 

some point in time be forced to dump the module containing the directory object. As the 

start-up goes on the receiver may come across another file located in the directory that 

was previously dumped. First the receiver has to load the module containing the 

required file object. This will however not be sufficient as the directory object reference 

no longer is in cache. The dumped module needs thus be re-loaded. If all file objects 

from one directory would be arranged in a module along with the directory reference 

only this particular module needs to be loaded whenever a file form that particular 

directory is needed.

Although the use of transparency and priority values is optional for the receiver 

the measurements have shown that these values definitely should be used. As said 

before, the application itself remains static over a longer period of time. The application 

does also contain data that should be cached as long as possible. The Super Teletext 

content is on the other hand dynamic and should only be cached for a limited period of

time. Some content: elements like background images and stylesheets are however quite
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static. They are also needed quite often so it would be recommended to at least give 

these objects a slightly higher priority than ordinary content.

One problem with dynamically updated content is the maximum size of the 

modules. If one module contain more than one dynamic object it becomes virtually 

impossible to guarantee that the maximum size is not exceeded from time to time. It is 

not very likely that the HTML content files of the Super Teletext will make a module 

exceed its limits. The most critical part is the images that go together with the news 

articles. The images are however of pre-defined size (200x160) with a fixed colour 

palette so by going through the file sizes of the picture one can estimate a number of 

pictures that safely should fit into one module. The biggest picture in the content set 

used in this thesis is of size 18424 bytes (including BIOP message). This would indicate 

that three images could safely be fitted into one module.

Besides transparencies and priorities module compression should definitely be 

used to decrease the carousel cycletime. All modules that contain files types with high 

compression ratios should be compressed.

Key values

With the above reasoning a carousel with key values presented in Table 20 has 

been created. A total of 20 modules are required. The module assignment for the file 

and directory objects of the static application is presented in the last column in Table G1 

in Appendix G.

Table 20: Key values of the optimal scenario

Optimal scenario

Size of DSI message (bytes) 115

Size of DII message (bytes) 783

Amount of DDBs 158

Amount of modules 20

Carousel cycletime

As only 11 of the 20 modules are compressed the optimal carousel has a 

cycletime that lie somewhere between the uncompressed and the compressed cases 

discussed previously. The cycletimes for different bandwidths are presented in Table 21 

and in a chart in Figure 15.
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Table 21: Carousel cycletimes in seconds for the optimal carousel scenario

Optimal scenario

Bandwidth 500 kbit/s 10,07

Bandwidth 1 Mbit/s 5,07

Bandwidth 2 Mbit/s 2,53

Bandwidth 3 Mbit/s 1,69

Bandwidth 5 Mbit/s 1,01

Bandwidth 6 Mbit/s 0,85

Carousel cycletime
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6
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Mbit/s

-♦-Cycletime

Figure 15: Carousel cycletimes for the optimal scenario

Measurements

The same measurements are carried out as in the all the previous cases. The start

up times for the optimal scenario are summarised in Table 22 and they are plotted in the 

chart in Figure 16. In Figure 16 the 1st intermediate refers to the time when the 

application outputs its first debug data. The 2nd intermediate corresponds to the instant 

when the main page and the text elements of the Super Teletext are displayed.
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Table 22: Start-up times in seconds for the optimal scenario

Bandwidth

First debug

output displayed

Text elements

displayed on Super

Teletext main page

All graphical elements

displayed on Super

Teletext main page

500 kbit/s 20 56 60

1 Mbit/s 9 44 48

2 Mbit/s 6 35 38

3 Mbit/s 2 31 35

5 Mbit/s 1 30 34

6 Mbit/s 1 29 33

Application start-up times

0 0,5 1 1,5 2 2,5 3 3,5 4 4,5 5 5,5 6
Mbit/s

-»-1st intermediate » 2nd intermediate-»-Complete start-up 

Figure 16: Application start-up times for the optimal scenario

As the carousel cycletime can cause some inconsistence in the measurements the 

above results are double checked by repeating the start-up time measurements twenty 

independent times in a row. The used bandwidth is 2 Mbit/s. The results are presented 

in Table 23. As one can see the start-up times are within a time frame of three to four 

seconds. This result is confirmed by the 2,53 second carousel cycletime for 2 Mbit/s.
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Table 23: Start-up times in seconds for the optimal scenario

Bandwidth

First debug

output displayed

Text elements

displayed on Super

Teletext main page

All graphical elements

displayed on Super

Teletext main page

2 Mbit/s 6 35 39

2 Mbit/s 5 34 38

2 Mbit/s 5 34 38

2 Mbit/s 6 35 39

2 Mbit/s 5 34 37

2 Mbit/s 4 38 42

2 Mbit/s 3 32 36

2 Mbit/s 4 33 36

2 Mbit/s 5 34 38

2 Mbit/s 4 35 39

2 Mbit/s 5 34 38

2 Mbit/s 6 35 39

2 Mbit/s 5 34 38

2 Mbit/s 4 33 37

2 Mbit/s 5 39 43

2 Mbit/s 6 35 39

2 Mbit/s 3 32 36

2 Mbit/s 4 39 43

2 Mbit/s 6 34 39

2 Mbit/s 5 34 38

Average 5 35 39
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7 Conclusions
The evolution from analogue to digital technique is inevitable in almost all areas 

of technical practice. The same applies to television transmissions. Unfamiliar 

technology and new ways of thinking will however be some obstacles that must be 

overcome before the general population adapts the digital technology. The digital 

television penetration has not advanced in accordance with the predictions that were 

made a few years ago. One major drawback has by no doubt been the lack of functional 

receivers on the market. No receiver model has broke through like certain mobile 

phones models did back in mid 1990s. Compared to mobile phones the digital receivers 

have however reached a far greater penetration than the mobile phone ever did during 

its first year on the market.

Value added services based on open standards like МНР will eventually break 

through. The question is only when and how. It is good that an increasing amount of 

broadcasters are signing up behind open standards, as the manufacturers need clear 

signals on which way to go. Some issues are still not completely sorted out and only 

time will tell how these things will be solved. The important point is however that an 

approved standard exists and serious development work is going on. It is nice to see that 

broadcasters and manufacturers from all over the world all pulling together to make the 

МНР standard a royalty free option for the future.

To make transition from analogue to digital television as easy for the viewers as 

possible it is of importance to look at the things the everyday viewers value when they 

are relaxing in front of the television. Although the technical aspects may be hard to 

deal with one must always keep in mind that the services that the broadcasters are 

providing are provided to the man on the street, the services should not be something 

that the engineers can play around with in their laboratories.

This thesis has discussed issues that can make the value added services more 

usable for the viewer. The approach is more of a technical one; the thesis does for 

instance not concern itself with user interface usability and design. The focus is on the 

transmission systems and the technical aspects of the digital receivers. Some thought is 

also given on how a value added service should be developed.

On the transmission side, one value added service that is of importance for 

Finland is studied as a case. Various optimisation methods that can be used during 

transmission are presented. These methods include explicit assignment of files and 

directories in the object carousel, module compression and defined transparency and 

priority values. Some other aspects like multiple carousels and module load order are 

considered as well. To test the efficiency of the above methods some measurements are
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carried out. Measurements like service start-up time and carousel cycletime are done 

using individual optimisation methods and optimisation methods combined together. 

The results clearly show that a smart arrangement of files can ease the burden of the 

digital receiver. When arranging files, one must however keep in mind the limitations 

(i.e. module size) that are set by the МНР standard. The limitations are easily violated if 

the BIOP messages sizes are unknown or if dynamic content updates are allowed on the 

carousel.

As the data is transmitted in a cyclical manner the carousel cycletime will be a 

thing to look out for. It is obvious that by increasing bandwidth the cycletime can be 

reduced. Bandwidth is however is limited resource so other methods must be used. In 

the optimal transmission scenario presented in this thesis, module compression has 

proven to be a very helpful method to reduce cycletime.

The transmission chain alone cannot make a value added service perform well. 

An as equally important issue is the digital receiver that finally will run the service 

enabling it to provide its services. As we know form everyday life, the personal 

computers we use can simply be upgraded with a newer processor and more memory if 

they start to lack in performance. This is also true for the digital receiver, but only up to 

a certain point. We must keep in mind that the consumers are not willing to pay large 

amounts of money for something they simply could do without. It is thus a very 

important question for the manufacturer on how to make cheap and attractive receivers 

that still perform well.

This thesis presents the ideal receiver design by pointing out the importance of 

modular design. Using modular design the individual modules can be given processing 

responsibilities at the same time reducing the burden of the main processor. A modular 

design will also favour manufacturers if they later decide to upgrade the receiver or 

possibly release a new high-end receiver. One of the key modules in a receiver is by no 

doubt the graphical processing part. Graphical calculations require a lot of processing 

power and it would be highly recommended to dedicate a separate processor to handle 

the burden.

One other important aspect is the digital receiver’s capability to handle its 

memory. The МНР standard specifies different transparency levels and priority values 

that can be used to signal the broadcaster’s view on the importance of the transmitted 

data. Much can be gained if the receiver is equipped with a smart memory management 

that is able to combine these hints with the receiver’s internal cache policy.

It is not only the broadcaster that can try to make use of the receiver’s cache in an 

efficient way. This thesis briefly discusses how the application developers can use the 

org.dvb.dsmcc package to make their code run more efficiently. The package gives the
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developers several tools to work with. Caching, pre-fetching and asynchronous loading 

are some things that surely will be of use. The package also gives the developer more 

freedom by allowing access to all the objects (not only the files) carried by an object 

carousel. Not only does the above methods make the application mn a bit smoother, it 

also forces the developers to think through the application structure and how the user 

interacts with the entire service. This will hopefully also give the developers a clearer 

picture of the quality of their design.

Optimising and making value added service attractive to the viewer is only a 

small part in the entire process towards success. Much expectation is put on the 

manufacturers to produce compatible and capable receivers for the masses. This thesis 

has also proven that the broadcast systems available on the market today can be used to 

make a small difference in the entire digital chain. In the end, when all pieces fall 

together, digital television transmissions will probably be as useful and as common as 

the stove of the refrigerator is today.
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Appendix A: Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing
The Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) transmission technique was 

chosen by DVB for transmitting digital terrestrial signals. OFDM is a multicarrier 

transmission technique that can be used to minimise impairment as a result of 

multipath-reception interference or disturbances from other external sources. It is 

common that terrestrial transmission signals suffer from multipath interference due to 

reflections from high buildings or mountains. These reflections are delayed compared to 

the main signal because they travel a different (and thus longer) route. At the receiving 

end these delayed reflections will show up as disturbing echoes. [deB99]

The OFDM system provides the broadcaster with a lot of different parameters to 

choose between. First of all the OFDM technique is specified for 6 MHz, 7 MHz and 8 

MHz channel spacing. 8 MHz channel spacing is used in Europe while the USA has 

chosen to use the 6 MHz spacing. The only difference between these systems is the 

elementary period, which is unique for the respective bandwidths. The elementary 

period for 8 MHz channels is 7/64 ps. Besides the channel spacing, parameters like the 

length of the guard interval, the code rate and modulation technique determine the 

performance of the whole system. The useful data rates for different parameter 

selections are summarised in Table Al. The code rate and the modulation techniques are 

described in Appendix B. [EN744]

As discussed before the OFDM technique uses a high number of orthogonal 

carriers. The number of adjacent carriers is either fixed at 2048 or 8192. These systems 

are called 2K OFDM respectively 8K OFDM. The 2K system is used in Europe for 

digital radio (Digital Audio Broadcast, DAB) and the 8K system has been chosen for 

DVB-T. [Ben97]

Bit-rate calculations
As said before the elementary period for 8 MHz channel spacing is T = 7/64 ps. 

When using 8K OFDM the amount of carriers is fixed at N = 8192. While each carrier 

is modulated (and thus carrying) one symbol, the usable OFDM symbol duration 

becomes:

Tu = N * T = 8192 * 7/64 ps = 896 ps

The adjacent OFDM carriers are thus spaced with: 

fc= 1/TU= 1/896 ps = 1116 Hz

If we calculate the total frequency band that 8192 carriers (spaced with fc) will occupy, 

we notice that this will exceed the 8 MHz channel spacing:
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fto, = N * fc = 8192 * 1/896 ns = 9,14 MHz

To keep within the 8 MHz channel spacing, the DVB-T standard defines that only a 

limited amount of carriers shall be used. This amount is N’ = 6817 and the occupied 

frequency band is thus: 

ft0, = N’ * fc = 6817 * 1/896 [is = 7,61 MHz

To avoid inter-symbol interference due to multipath-reception a guard interval is added 

before the usable symbol duration. The longer the guard interval is the better the 

receiver can withstand carriers with the orthogonal condition no longer satisfied. The 

guard interval used in Finland is Tg = 1/8 of the usable symbol duration. The OFDM 

symbol duration will now become:

Ts = Tu + Tg = Tu+ 1/8TU = 9/8Tu = 9/8 * 896 [is = 1008 [is

The modulation technique used in Finland is 64-QAM. As described in Appendix B, 

this modulation uses 6 bits per each symbol. When one symbol is modulated on each 

carrier the bits transmitted in a time window of one symbol rate Ts will become 6 * 

6817. The bit-rate is thus:

b = 6 bits * 6817/Ts = 6 bits * 6817/ 1008 [is = 40,6 Mbit/s

All of the 6817 carriers in one OFDM symbol can however not be used for transporting 

useful data bits. Some of the carriers must be used for synchronisation and some carriers 

will carry information about the transmission parameters. According to the DVB-T 

standard the location of some of the synchronisation carriers are pre-defined. Some 

carriers are however spread out according to a non-symmetric scheme. This is why it is 

impossible to say exactly how many carriers each OFDM symbol has available for 

useful data. On average the value becomes 6048 carriers.

By transmitting several OFDM symbols sequentially the amount of carriers 

needed for synchronisation can be reduced. The transmitted signal is therefore organised 

in frames with each frame holding 68 OFDM symbols. Four frames constitute a super

frame. The useful carriers in one super-frame are hence on average: 4 * 68 * 6048 = 

1645056. When using 64-QAM each carrier is modulated with 6 bits. This means that 

the amount of useful bits in one super-frame is approximately:

6 bits * 1645056 = 9870336 bits

As described in Appendix В the code rate used in Finland is 2/3. This means that 2 bits 

out of 3 include useful information. The third bit is redundant information used for error
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correction. When applying this rate on one super-frame the approximate usable bits 

become:

2/3 * 9870336 bits = 6580224 bits

The useful bits in the transport stream are combined in 188 byte packets. Also described 

in Appendix В is the Reed-Solomon outer coding used in DVB-T. This coding will add 

16 bytes of correcting code to each packet. The packets that eventually will be 

transmitted are hence 204 bytes long. When only 188 of 204 bytes are useful the 

approximate useful bits in a super-frame is once more reduced to:

188/204 * 6580244 bits = 6064128 bits

Now we can calculate the average useful bit-rate for the multiplex when we know that 

the duration of one super-frame is 272 (i.e. 4 * 68) times the OFDM symbol duration Ts: 

bsf= 6064128 bits / Ts = 6064128 bits / (272 * 1008 ps) « 22,12 Mbit/s [ReiOl]

Table Al: Useful data rates for non-hierarchical modulation (Mbit/s) [EN744]

Relative length of guard interval

Modulation Code Rate 1/4 1/8 1/16 1/32

QPSK 1/2 4,98 5,53 5,85 6,03

2/3 6,64 7,37 7,81 8,04

3/4 7,46 8,29 8,78 9,05

5/6 8,29 9,22 9,76 10,05

7/8 8,71 9,68 10,25 10,56

16-QAM 1/2 9,95 11,06 11,71 12,06

2/3 13,27 14,75 15,61 16,09

3/4 14,93 16,59 17,56 18,10

5/6 16,59 18,43 19,52 20,11

7/8 17,42 19,35 20,49 21,11

64-QAM 1/2 14,93 16,59 17,56 18,10

2/3 19,91 22,12 23,42 24,13

3/4 22,39 24,88 26,35 27,14

5/6 24,88 27,65 29,27 30,16

7/8 26,13 29,03 30,74 31,67
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Appendix В: Error correction and modulation techniques
This appendix briefly covers the different DVB-T transmission parameters. The used 

error correction methods and the modulation techniques are presented as well. The 

transport packets after each stage are illustrated in Figure В1 to B4. According to the 

terrestrial DVB standard the following processes shall be applied to the data stream 

before transmission:

• transport multiplex adaptation and randomisation for energy dispersal

• outer coding (Reed-Solomon coding)

• outer interleaving (Fomey convolutional interleaving)

• inner coding (punctured convolutional code)

• inner interleaving

• mapping and modulation [EN744]

When all of the above processes are completed Orthogonal Frequency Division 

Multiplexing (OFDM) transmission is used. The OFDM transmission is described in 

Appendix A.

Transport multiplex adaptation and randomisation for energy 
dispersal

The packets coming out of the MPEG-2 transport multiplex is arranged in fixed 

length packets. The packet length is 188 bytes where the first byte is used for 

synchronisation. This sync-word byte has a hexadecimal value of 47 (i.e. 01000111).

In order to avoid long sequences of ‘0’s and ‘l’s (harmful DC content) a 

scrambler is used to randomise the bits with a certain generator polynomial. Eight 

transport packets are randomised at the time before the generator is re-initialised with a 

pre-defmed bit sequence. The sync-word bytes of the eight transport packets are not 

randomised. The first sync-word of the first transport packet is however bit-wise 

inverted from 47hex to B8Hex (i.e. 10111000). This procedure is called transport 

multiplex adaptation and it is done to provide an initialisation signal for the receiver. 

[EN744]

Outer coding
The outer coding used is Reed-Solomon RS (204, 188, t = 8) shortened code. The 

code creates error-protected packets one at a time by adding a certain amount of 

redundancy. The error correcting code also takes the sync-word bytes (inverted or non-
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inverted) into account. The parameters for the RS (204, 188, t = 8) code indicate that the 

coding is done on 188 byte packets and the packets are 204 byte long when the process 

is done. This means that 16 parity bytes are added to the end of each packet. Altogether 

these parity bytes can be used to detect and correct up to 8 erroneous bytes per packet. If 

there are more that 8 erroneous bytes these can be detected but not corrected. [EN744]

Outer interleaving
The errors and the disturbances on a transmission channel often occur in burst. 

These bursts can easily introduce errors that exceed the error correcting capabilities of 

the Reed-Solomon outer coding. To make the Reed-Solomon coding more efficient the 

content of the packets are spread out over a larger period of time. This way a burst will 

only hit parts of several packets instead of one packet alone. [EN744]

Inner coding
Random errors due to noise are common when the transmissions are done in the 

free air (satellite and terrestrial transmissions). Inner coding can correct these types of 

errors and it is hence a very efficient complement to outer coding and outer interleaving.

Basic convolutional coding introduces 100 % redundancy. The basic encoder 

output two generated streams that both have the same bit-rate as the input stream. This 

is of course very powerful in sense of error correcting but the costs are dear as well. The 

code rate for such a coding is 1/2, one of two bits are useful.

In order to lower the redundancy the output of the convolutional encoder can be 

punctured. This means that only a certain amount of bits are taken from each stream 

instead of using all the bits of both streams. The DVB standard requires that punctured 

rates (inner code rates) of 2/3, 3/4, 5/6 and 7/8 are supported. The inner code rate used 

in Finland is 2/3. [EN744]

Inner interleaving
The inner interleaving takes place in two steps. First a bit-wise interleaving is 

done followed by symbol interleaving. The two bit streams from the inner coding 

encoder are outputted in one serial stream. This serial stream is demultiplexed into a 

different amount of sub-streams according to the modulation technique used. The 

modulation used in Finland (64-QAM) requires that 6 sub-streams be formed. A 

separate bit-wise interleaver processes these sub-streams. After this, symbol 

interleaving is applied. Hence, each symbol consists of exactly one bit form each of the 

bit-wise interleavers. The purpose of the symbol interleaver is to map symbols (6 bits 

each in the case of 64-QAM) onto the active transmission carriers. Finally these carriers
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are modulated and transmitted. The DVB-T standard specifies that QPSK, 16-QAM or 

64-QAM modulation techniques can be used. [EN744]

Modulation
The mapping that is done using the symbol interleaver is called “Gray mapping”. 

This mapping converts each symbol into two signals, I (In-phase) and Q (Quadrature). 

In 64-QAM the symbols consist of 6 bits. This means that both the I and the Q signals 

are coded with 3 bits each. After digital-to-analogue conversion the I signal is used to 

modulate an output of the local oscillator and the Q signal modulates another signal that 

is out of phase by rc/2 with the first. The result of this process can be represented as a 

constellation of point in the I/Q plane. The constellation of points for 64-QAM is 

illustrated in Figure B5. [Ben97]

<4 187 bytes

SYNC
byte MPEG-2 transport packet

Figure Bl: The MPEG-2 transport MUX packet before any error correction [EN744]

8 transport packets

SYNC1 187 bytes of 
randomized data SYNC2 187 bytes of 

randomized data SYNCe 187 bytes of 
randomized data

Figure B2: Transport packets after multiplex adaptation and randomisation [EN744]

204 bytes

SYNCn 187 bytes of randomized data 16 PARITY 
bytes

Figure B3: A transport packet after Reed-Solomon coding [EN744]

SYNCn 203 bytes SYNCn 203 bytes SYNCn 203 bytes

Figure B4: The data structure after outer interleaving [EN744]
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Figure B5: The constellation of points for 64-QAM [EN744]
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Appendix C: DSM-CC and BIOP message syntax
This appendix presents the syntax for the messages that are of use in this thesis. The 

fields that are shaded in grey are parts that the broadcaster may put in but а МНР 

receiver may ignore. The following message structures has been defined in this 

appendix:

DSM-CC download control message

DSM-CC Section Table Cl

dsmccMessageHeader Table C2

DownloadServerlnitiate (DSI) Table C3

Downloadlnfolndication (DII) Table C4

DSM-CC download data message

dsmccDownloadDataHeader Table C2

DownloadDataBlock (DDB) Table C5

Syntax for additional DVB defined messages

Service Gateway information Table C6

Module Info Bytes Table C7

BIOP message syntax

IOP::IOR Table C8

IOP::taggedProfile Table C9

DSM::Tap Table CIO

BIOP: : DirectoryMessage Table Cl 1

BIOP::ServiceGateway Table Cl 1

BIOP::FileMessage Table C12

BIOP::Name TableC13

Transaction identifiers

Assignment of the transaction^ Table C14

Descriptors providing additional module information

Compressed module descriptor TableCn

Caching priority descriptor TableCló

Label descriptors Tabled?
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DSM-CC Section

The DSM-CC section syntax is used when DSM-CC control and data messages are 

encapsulated in MPEG-2 transport streams.

Table Cl: DSM-CC section syntax [IS06]

bits identifier

DSMCC_section

{
table_id 8 uimsbf

section_syntax_indicator 1 bslbf

private_indicator 1 bslbf

reserved 2 bslbf

dsmcc_section_length 12 uimsbf

table_id_extension 16 uimsbf

reserved 2 bslbf

version_number 5 uimsbf

current_next_indicator 1 bslbf

section_number 8 uimsbf

last_section_number 8 uimsbf

messagePayload (see Table C3 to C5)

CRC_32

}

32 rpchof

Notes on Table Cl :

• table_id identifies the type of data in the payload; 0x3B is used for download 

control messages and 0x3C for download data messages

• section_syntaxJndicator indicate the present checksum; 1 indicates a CRC_32 field

• private-indicator shall be set to the complement value of section syntax-indicator

• reserved bits shall be set to ‘ 1 ’

• dsmcc-section-length indicates message length in bytes following this field

• table_id-extension contain the two least significant bytes of the transactionld for 

download control messages and the moduleld for download data messages

• reserved bits shall be set to ‘ 1 ’

• version-number shall be set to zero for download control messages and to the 5 

least significant bits of the version of the module carried in a download data 

message
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• current_next_indicator shall be set to ‘Г

• sectionjmmber shall be set to zero for download control messages and to the 8 

least significant bits of the blockNumber of download data messages

• last_section_number shall be set to the maximum section field value

• messagePayload shall contain the conveyed message payload according to the 

table_id value

• CRC_32 is the CRC checksum as defined by ISO/IEC
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DSM-CC download message headers

The download control messages use a common dsmccMessageHeader while the data 

download message uses a dsmccDownloadDataHeader. The headers are similar except 

for one identification field. Using this field the control messages define transactionids 

while the data messages use downloadlds. Both fields are equally long. The difference 

in the headers is bolded in the table below.

Table C2: Header for download messages [IS06] [TS812]

bytes

dsmccMessageHeader / dsmccDownloadDataHeader

{
protocolDiscriminator 1

dsmccType 1

messageld 2

transactionld (see Table Cl4) / downloadld 4

reserved 1

adaptationLength 1

messageLength 2

for ( i = 0 ; i < adaptationLength ; i ++ )

' ——
}

Notes to Table C2:

• protocolDiscriminator is used to indicate that this message is a MPEG-2 DSM-CC 

message; the value of this field is Oxl 1.

• dsmccType indicates the type of the message; as all messages are DSM-CC 

download messages the value of this field is 0x03

• messageld indicates the type of (download) message being passed; in the DVB case 

the following are of interest: 0x1002 for DII, 0x1003 for DDB and 0x1006 for DSI

• transactionld is used for download control messages providing both identification 

and versioning (see Table Cl4)

• downloadld is a network wide uniquely assigned identifier used to associate 

download data messages with download control messages; the identifier is also 

equal to the carousel identification value
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• reserved fields shall be set to OxFF

• adaptationLength defines how long (if any) adaptation fields are included; МНР 

receivers may ignore the possible content of the dsmccAdaptationHeader

• messageLength indicate how many message bytes remain after this field

DownloadServerlnitiate (DSI)

The DSI is used to build a SuperGroup and to reference the Service Gateway object. 

According to the DSM-CC standard a DSI message is used to request clients to initiate a 

download. The syntax of the DSI is presented in Table C3.

Table C3: Syntax of the DownloadServerlnitiate message [IS06] [TS812]

bytes

DownloadServerlnitiate

{
dsmccMessageHeader (see Table C2) 12

serverid 20

compatibilityDescriptor 2

privateDataLength

for ( i = 0 ; i < privateDataLength ; i ++ )

{
privateDataByte (see Table C6)

}

}

2

1

Notes on Table C3:

• serverid shall be set to 20 bytes each with a value of OxFF

• compatibilityDescriptor is not used for Object Carousels; the two first bytes of the 

descriptor (compatibilityDescriptorLength) shall be set to 0

• privateDataLength defines the length in bytes of the private data following this 

field; the DVB defined Service Gateway information shall be included here (see 

Table C6)
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Downloadlnfolndication (Dll)

The DII provide information about the modules belonging to a Group. It also defines 

some common broadcasting download parameters. The syntax of the DII is presented in 

Table C4.

Table C4: Syntax of the Downloadlnfolndication message [IS06] [TS812]

bytes

Downloadlnfolndication

{
dsmccMessageHeader (see Table C2) 12

downloadld 4

blockSize 2

windowSize 1

ackPeriod 1

tCDownloadWindow 4

tCDownloadScenario 4

compatibilityDescriptorLength 2

compatibi lityDescriptor

numberOfModules

for ( i = 0 ; i < numberOfModules ; i ++ )

{
moduleld

2

2

moduleSize 4

moduleVersion 1

modulelnfoLength

for ( j = 0 ; j < modulelnfoLength ; j ++ )
I

1

X

Modulelnfo (see Table C7)

}

1

}
privateDataLength 2

for ( i = 0 ; i < privateDataLength ; i ++ )

privateDataByte

}

}
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Notes on Table C4:

• downloadld is a network wide uniquely assigned identifier used to associate 

download data messages with download control messages; the identifier is also 

equal to the carousel identification value

• blockSize defines the size in bytes of ever block carried by DDB messages except 

the last block in each module which may be of smaller size; DVB recommends a 

size of 4066 bytes (0x0FE2)

• windowSize is not used for Object Carousels

• ackPeriod is not used for Object Carousels

• tCDownloadWindow is not used for Object Carousels

• tCDownloadScenario is not used for Object Carousels

• compatibilityDescriptor is not used for Object Carousels; the two first bytes of the 

descriptor (compatibilityDescriptorLength) shall be set to 0

• numberOfModules is the number of modules defined in the loop following this field

• moduleld identifies the described module in a way that is unique within the scope of 

the downloadld

• moduleSize is the length of the described module in bytes

• moduleVersion is the version of the described module

• modulelnfoLength defines the length in bytes of the module information following 

this field

• Modulelnfo structure is presented in Table C7

• privateDataLength define the length of the following private bytes; МНР receivers 

may ignore the possible content of the privateDataBytes field
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DownloadDataBlock (DDB)

The DDB contains the data that can be downloaded. The syntax of the DDB is 

presented in Table C5.

Table C5: Syntax of the DownloadDataBlock message [IS06] [TS812]

bytes

DownloadDataBlock

{
dsmccDownloadDataHeader (see Table C2) 12

moduleld 2

moduleVersion 1

reserved 1

blockNumber 2

for ( i = 0 ; i < N ; i ++ )

{
blockDataByte 1

}

}

Notes on Table C5:

• moduleld identifies the which module this block belongs

• moduleVersion identifies the version of the module that this block belongs to

• reserved fields shall be set to OxFF

• blockNumber identifies the position within the module; block number 0 is the first 

block

• blockDataByte contains the data of this block
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Service Gateway information

The Service Gateway information is provided as privateDataBytes in the DSI message. 

The Service Gateway information structure is defined by DVB and it is shown in Table 

C6.

Table C6: Syntax of Service Gateway information [TS812]

Note on Table C6:

• IOPr.IOR contain object reference structure; the structure is presented in Table C8

• downloadTaps_count may be ignored by МНР receivers

• serviceContextList_count may be ignored by МНР receivers

• userlnfoLength may be ignored by МНР receivers
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Modulelnfo

The Modulelnfo is specified by the DVB as shown in Table Cl. The module 

information parameters are carried in DII messages.

Table C7: Syntax of the module info bytes [TS812]

bits identifier

Modulelnfo
{

moduleTimeOut 32 uimsbf

blockTimeOut 32 uimsbf

minBlockTime 32 uimsbf

taps_count

for ( i = 0 ; i < taps_count ; i ++)
f

8 uimsbf

1

DSM::Tap (see Table CIO)

}
userlnfoLength

for ( i = 0 ; i < userlnfoLength ; i ++ )
{

user!nfo_data

}

}

16 uimsbf

8 uimsbf

8 uimsbf

Note on Table Cl:

• moduleTimeOut is not used; assigned by server to OxFFFFFFFF

• blockTimeOut is not used; assigned by server to OxFFFFFFFF

• minBlockTime is not used; assigned by server to 0x00000000

• taps_count defines how many taps are defined in the loop following this field; the 

МНР receiver may ignore all other taps than BIOP_OBJECT_USE

• DSM::Tap contain the tap specific information; the generalised format of the tap is 

presented in Table CIO

• userlnfoLength defines the length of the loop following this field; the loop may 

include compressed_module_descriptor, caching_priority_descriptor and one or 

more label_descriptors (these descriptors are described in Table C15 to C17)
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IOP::IOR

The IOR structure is used to reference objects and to provide information to locate them 

in the broadcast network. The IOR structure may contain different options that can be 

used to point to objects in different types of connections. The structure presented in 

Table C8 is defined by МНР for objects carried in broadcast object carousels.

Table C8: Syntax of IOP::IOR [TS812]

Note on Table C8:

• typejdjength defines the length of the type_id loop

• type_id_bytes defines a three-letter alias for the type of the referenced object

• taggedProfiles_count defines how many tagged profiles follow this field; for 

objects carried by object carousels the first profile shall be a TAG_BIOP profile; 

other profiles may be ignored by the МНР receiver

• IOP:.taggedProfile defines for object in broadcast carousel either BIOP Profile 

Body or Lite Options Profile Body; in this thesis we will focus on the BIOP Profile 

Body (see Table C9)
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IOP::taggedProfile

The profile body discussed in this thesis is BIOP Profile Body presented in Table C9.

Table C9: Syntax of IOP::taggedProfile [TS812]

bits identifier

IOP::taggedProfile

{
profileId_tag 32 uimsbf

profile_data_length 32 uimsbf

profile_data_byte_order 8 uimsbf

lite_component_count

BIOP::ObjectLocation

{
componentId_tag

8 uimsbf

32 uimsbf

component_data_length 8 uimsbf

carouselld 32 uimsbf

moduleld 16 uimsbf

version.major 8 uimsbf

version.minor 8 uimsbf

objectKey_length

for ( i = 0 ; i < objectKeyJength ; i ++ )

{
objectKey_data

}

8 uimsbf

8 uimsbf

}
DSM::ConnBinder

{
component!d_tag 32 uimsbf

component_data_length 8 uimsbf

taps_count

for ( i = 0 ; i < taps_count ; i ++)

{
DSM::Tap (se Table CIO)

}

}

}

8 uimsbf
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Notes on Table C9:

• profileldjag identified the tag of profile that follows; the first profile shall be 

TAG_BIOP identified by tag 0x49534F06

• profile_data_length defines the length in bytes of the profile

• profde_data_byte_order shall be set to 0x00 to indicate big-endian byte order

• lite_component_count define the amount of components in the profile; the list shall 

contain one BIOP::ObjectLocation and one DSM::ConnBinder as the first two 

components; other components may be ignored by the МНР receiver

• BlOPr.ObjectLocation provides information on how to locate the right module from 

the DII message and how to locate the Service Gateway object within that module

• componentldjag of the ObjectLocation is 0x49534F50

• component_data-length defines the length in bytes of this component

• carouselld defines the identification of the carousel carrying the modules of the

download; this value maps to the downloadld value defined in the DII message 

and in the header of the DDB message

• moduleld defines identification of the module carrying the Service Gateway

object

• version, major of the BIOP protocol; shall be 0x01

• version, minor of the BIOP protocol; shall be 0x00

• objectKey-length defines the length in bytes of the object key

• objectKey_data defines the object key used to locate the Service Gateway object

within the module carrying it

• DSMr.ConnBinder provides the broadcast parameters of the DII message containing 

information on the module carrying the Service Gateway object

• componentId_tag of the ConnBinder is 0x49534F40

• component_data-length defines the length in bytes of this component

• taps-count defines how many taps are defined within this component; the first tap

shall be BIOP_DELIVERY_PARA_USE, other taps may be ignored by the 

МНР receiver

• DSM: : Tap contain the tap specific information; the generalised format of the tap

is presented in Table CIO
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DSM::Tap

The taps are used to provide a link between object references and elementary stream 

transport descriptors. Depending on their particular use (as specified by use value) they 

can be used to provide other associations as well. The general syntax of a tap is 

presented in Table CIO.

Table CIO: Syntax of the DSM::Tap [TS812]

bits identifier

DSM::Tap

{

id 16 uimsbf

use 16 uimsbf

assocTag 16 uimsbf

selectorjength

for ( i = 0 ; i < selector_length ; i ++ )

{

8 uimsbf

selector_data

}

}

8 uimsbf

Notes on Table CIO:

• Ш value is not used; МНР receiver may ignore this value

• use value of the tap; two taps values are of interest in this thesis:

• BIOP_DELIVERY_PARA_USE (0x0016) used by DSM::ConnBinder (Table

C9)

• BIOP_OBJECT_USE (0x0017) used by Module information (Table C7)

• assocTag identifies the association tag (location) of the DII containing information 

on the module carrying the desired object

• selector Jength defines the length of the following selector bytes; when used

• selectorjdata may be ignored when the tap use value is BIOP_OBJECT_USE ; 

when the use value is BIOP_DELIVERY_PARA_USE the selector_data shall 

contain the following fields:

• selector Jtype (16 bits) shall be set to 0x0001

• transactionld (32 bits) identifies the transactionld of the DII containing

information on the module carrying the desired object

• timeout (32 bits) is not used; it is assigned by server to OxFFFFFFFF
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The following message structure is used to encapsulate Directory and Service Gateway 

objects.

BIOP::DirectoryMessage and BIOP::ServiceGateway syntax

Table Cll: Syntax of BIOP messages for Directory and Service Gateway objects

[TS812]

bits identifier

BIOP::DirectoryMessage / BIOP:: ServiceGateway

{
magic 32 uimsbf

biop_version.major 8 uimsbf

biop_version.minor 8 uimsbf

byte_order 8 uimsbf

message_type 8 uimsbf

message_size 32 uimsbf

objectKey_length

for ( i = 0 ; i < objectKey_length; i ++ )

{
objectKey_data

}
obj ectKind_length

8 uimsbf

8 uimsbf

32 uimsbf

objectKind_data 32 uimsbf

objectInfo_length 16 uimsbf

for ( i = 0 ; i < objectlnfo_length ; i ++ )

{

}
serviceContextList_count 8 uimsbf

for ( i = 0 ; i < serviceContextList_count ; i ++ )

}

messageBody_length 32 uimsbf

bindings_count

for ( i = 0 ; i < bindings_count ; i ++ )

{

16 uimsbf
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BIOP::Name (see Table C13)

BindingType

ЮР::IOR (see Table C8)

object!nfo_length

if (BIOP::Name / kind_data =

uimsbf

uimsbf

uimsbfDSM::File::ContentSize

for ( i = 0 ; i < objectInfo_length - 8 ; i ++ )

content_type_descriptor

for ( i — 0 ; i < object!nfo_length ; i++)

descriptor

Notes on Table Cl 1:

• magic value for a BIOP messages is 0x42494F50 (“BIOP")

• biop_version.major of the BIOP protocol; shall be 0x01

• biop_version. minor of the BIOP protocol; shall be 0x00

• byte_order shall be set to 0x00 to indicate big-endian byte order

• messagejvpe shall be set to 0x00

• message_size indicate how many message bytes remain after this field

• objectKey-length defines the length in bytes of the object key

• objectKey_data defines the unique object key of this particular object

• objectKind-length defines the length in bytes of the object kind data; should be set 

to 0x00000004 indicating a kind alias of four bytes

• objectKind_data defines the three letter kind alias terminated by a null-terminator 

byte; for Directory objects this shall be “dir” and for Service Gateway objects “srg"

• object Info-length define the length of the objectlnfo loop; МНР receivers may 

ignore the possible content of the loop
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• serviceContextList_count may be ignored by МНР receivers

• messageBodyJength indicate how many message bytes remain after this field

• bindings_count indicate how many bindings this object has

• BIOPr.Name is the structure that provide the name for the binding (see Table

C13)

• BindingType is used to indicate the type of binding that is referenced; 0x01

indicate a binding to File with content while 0x02 is a binding to a Directory 

object

• IOPr.IOR provide the binding with the information to locate the object as

presented in Table C8

• objectInfo_length define the length of additional descriptors; if the binding is

done to a File object then a DSM::File::ContentSize can be included as the 8 

first bytes

• DSM:.File:iContentSize can be used to signal the content size in bytes of a File

object

• content_type_descriptor can be used to assign a MIME type to a referenced file

object
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BIOP::FileMessage syntax

The following message structure is used to encapsulate File objects.

Table C12: Syntax of BIOP messages for File objects [TS812]

bits identifier

BIOP::FileMessage

{

magic 32 uimsbf

biop_version.major 8 uimsbf

biop_version.minor 8 uimsbf

byte_order 8 uimsbf

message_type 8 uimsbf

message_size 32 uimsbf

objectKey_length

for ( i = 0 ; i < objectKey_length; i ++ )

{
objectKey_data

}
objectKind_length

8 uimsbf

8 uimsbf

32 uimsbf

objectKind_data 32 uimsbf

obj ectInfo_length 16 uimsbf

DSM::File::ContentSize

for ( i = 0 ; i < object!nfo_length - 8 ; i ++ )

{
content_type_descriptor

}
serviceContextList_count

64 uimsbf

8 uimsbf

8 uimsbf

for ( i = 0 ; i < serviceContextList_count ; i ++ ) ..

{ ■ -

messageBody_length 32 uimsbf

content_length

for ( i = 0 ; i < content_length ; i ++ )
I

32 uimsbf

X
content_byte 8 uimsbf
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}

}

Notes on Table C12:

• magic value for a BIOP messages is 0x42494F50 (“BIOP”)

• biop_version. major of the BIOP protocol; shall be 0x01

• biop._version. minor of the BIOP protocol; shall be 0x00

• byte_order shall be set to 0x00 to indicate big-endian byte order

• messagejype shall be set to 0x00

• message_size indicate how many message bytes remain after this field

• objectKeyJength defines the length in bytes of the object key

• objectKey_data defines the unique object key of this particular object

• objectKindJength defines the length in bytes of the object kind data; should be set 

to 0x00000004 indicating a kind alias of four bytes

• objectKind_data defines the three letter kind alias terminated by a null-terminator 

byte; for File objects this shall be “fil”

• objectlnfojength define the length of additional descriptors; the first 8 bytes shall 

include the DSM: :File::ContentSize

• DSM: . File: .ContentSize is used to signal the content size in bytes of the File object

• content_type_descriptor can be used to assign a mime type to the File object

• serviceContextList_count may be ignored by МНР receivers

• messageBodyJength indicate how many message bytes remain after this field

• contentjength indicate how many bytes of actual file content is included in the 

contentjbytes
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BIOP::Name syntax

This message is used to assign a name to an object reference. The syntax of the message 

is presented in Table C13.

Table C13: Syntax of BIOPxName message [TS812]

identifier

BIOP::Name

uimsbfnameComponents_count

for ( i = 0 ; i < nameComponents_count ; i ++ )

uimsbfid_length

uimsbfid data

uimsbfkind_length

uimsbfkind_data

Notes on Table C13:

• nameComponents_count define how many names are associated with this binding; 

this value shall be 0x01 indicating that only one unique name should be given

• idjength define the length in bytes of the name component loop

• id-data contain name bytes; the name shall be terminated by a null-terminator byte

• kind_length defines the length in bytes of the referenced object kind

• kind_data defines the three letter kind alias terminated by a null-terminator byte; for 

referenced Directory objects this shall be “dir” and for File objects “fil”
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Transaction identifiers

The use of transactionids is inherited from its use in the DSM-CC specification. 

Due to different restrictions in the DVB environment the 8-byte (32 bit) long field has 

been split into four sub-fields as shown in Table C14.

If some files are changed in carousel the changes are noted in the version number 

of the modules carrying the changed files. When a module’s version changes the 

changes need to be propagated to the DII message carrying that particular module’s 

parameters. The changing DII message will however cause a change in the update flag 

and version fields of its transactionld. Since the transactionld is used for identification 

purposes changes should now be made in all structures that are using this transactionld 

as reference. To overcome the constant burden of updating references only bits 1 to 15 

are used when locating control messages based on transactionids. The advantage is that 

these 15 bits remain unchanged during updates.

Besides identification the receiver can use the two least significant bytes to speed 

up control message identification. When filtering the stream for control messages only 

16 bits of 32 needs to be checked. The value of the two least significant bytes will thus 

always be in the range of 0x0000 - 0x0001 for DSI messages and in the range of 

0x0002 - OxFFFF for DII messages.

Table C14: Sub-fields of the transactionld [TR202]

bit purpose description

0 update flag This bit shall be toggled every time the control message

is updated.

1 to 15 identification These bits shall all be zero for DSI messages. DII

messages can have one or more non-zero bits.

16 to 29 version This field shall be incremented by one every time the

control message is updated.

30 to 31 originator According to DSM-CC specifications this value shall be

0x02 indicating that the network has assigned this

transcationld.
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Compressed module descriptor

Modules can either be transmitted as compressed or uncompressed. If the payload of the 

module is compressed a compressed module descriptor shall be included. The syntax of 

the descriptor is presented in Table Cl5.

Table CIS: Syntax of Compressed module descriptor [TS812]

bits identifier

compressed_module_descriptor

{
descriptor_tag 8 uimsbf

descriptorjength 8 uimsbf

compression_method 8 uimsbf

original_size

}

32 uimsbf

Notes on Table C15:

• descriptor Jag for this descriptor is 0x09

• descriptor Jength defines the length of the descriptor after this field

• compression jnethod should be set to 0x8 indicating “deflate” compression method

• original_size indicate the uncompressed size of the module

Caching priority descriptor

Modules (and object within them) can be assigned to certain priority classes. Using the 

descriptor presented in Table C16 the broadcaster can give the МНР receiver a hint of 

the priority of the transmitted objects. The descriptor also enables the broadcaster to 

specify a transparency level for the module (see chapter 5.1.5 for more details).

Table C16: Syntax of the Caching priority descriptor [TS812]

bits identifier

caching_priority_descriptor

{
descriptorjag 8 uimsbf

descriptorjength 8 uimsbf

priority__value 8 uimsbf

transparency_level 8 uimsbf

}
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Notes on Table Ció:

• descriptor_tag for this descriptor is 0x71

• descriptor Jength defines the length of the descriptor after this field

• priority_value indicates the priority value between 0 and 255 of the module; a 

higher value indicates more important for caching

• transparencyJevel shall be used by the МНР receiver if it caches modules; 

transparency levels are discussed in chapter 5.1.5

Label descriptor

The label descriptor can be used to attach a label to a module. One module can have 

multiple labels. The labels can be used for pre-fetching purposes as described in 

Appendix E. The syntax of the label descriptor is presented in Table Cl 7.

Table C17: Syntax of the Label descriptor [TS812]

bits identifier

label_descriptor

{

descriptor_tag 8 uimsbf

descriptor_length 8 uimsbf

for ( i = 0 ; i < descriptor Jength ; i ++ )

{
label_char 8 uimsbf

}

}

Notes on Table Cl7:

• descriptor jag for this descriptor is 0x70

• descriptor Jength defines the length of the descriptor after this field

• Iabel_char contain the label attached to the module
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Appendix D: Mounting an Object Carousel
This appendix gives a brief example on how the receiver (set-top-box) is able to 

recognise and acquire the Service Gateway from a DSM-CC Object Carousel. The case 

is presented with a simple two-layer object carousel example.

When a user tunes the receiver to a new service the DVB mandatory Program 

Map Table (PMT) is one of the tables that must be acquired from the network. By 

interpreting the PMT the receiver can find out the locations (PID values) of the packets 

carrying audio and video. The PMT will also indicate the location of any private data 

streams available for this television service. The stream types and the descriptors that 

are of importance in the broadcast data scenario are presented in Table Dl.

Table Dl: Different stream types identified by the Program Map Table

stream_type descriptor_tag description

0x05 0x6F Application signalling descriptor (mandatory)

OxOB

0x13 Carousel identifier descriptor (mandatory)

0x66 Data broadcast id descriptor (optional)

0x52 Stream identifier descriptor (mandatory)

0x14 Association tag descriptor (optional)

From an application’s point of view the Application Information Table (described 

in Appendix E) is one of the things that must be acquired at first. The AIT describes 

what type of application is signalled. Especially the transport_protocol_descriptor in the 

AIT is of value as it describes what protocol is used for carrying the data. In the case of 

an Object Carousel the selector_bytes of the transport_protocol_descriptor will indicate 

the component tag of the elementary stream carrying the DSI control message. This is 

the stream the receiver should try to locate next. As one television service may contain 

several different carousels each carousel stream must be examined. Both Data and 

Object Carousel streams are identified by stream type OxOB. As the stream type does 

not indicate the type of carousel an additional Data broadcast id descriptor can be added 

for the stream. By setting the broadcast id value in this descriptor to OxOOFO the 

presence of а МНР Object Carousel can be signalled. The descriptor can also be used to 

give the receiver a hint of the type of application that is transmitted on the stream.

Depending on receiver capabilities the DSI stream can be acquired in two 

different ways called standard or enhanced boot. The boot method supported by 

broadcaster is signalled in the carousel identifier descriptor. If enhanced boot is 

supported all the required information to acquire the Service Gateway object is included
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in the carousel identification descriptor. The enhanced boot method is however optional 

so the receivers need not support it. That is why a stream identifier descriptor must be 

included for standard boot procedures as well.

In the standard boot procedure the receiver must examine all the carousel streams 

and match the component tag value from the AIT with the component tag in the stream 

identifier descriptor. The component tag can also be compared against the association 

tag in the association tag descriptor. The association tag descriptor is however not 

mandatory so the manufacturer need not implement this checking in the receiver. When 

matching component tags has been found the receiver can use the stream’s PID value to 

start looking for packets containing the DSI message.

When the entire DSI message has been downloaded the receiver can start 

mounting the carousel. As presented in Appendix C the DSI message contains the 

transactionld, the DVB predefined serverid as well as the two mandatory IOR tap 

components, namely BIOP::ObjectLocation and DSM::ConnBinder.

The BIOP::ObjectLocation will point out the module_id of the module carrying 

the Service Gateway object. As one module may carry several objects the 

ObjectLocation component also points out the unique key of the object. For the receiver 

to find the particular module it must however first find its location. The location is 

indicated in one of the DII messages in the stream.

By looking at the taps provided by the DSM::ConnBinder component the receiver 

will find the mandatory BIOP_DELIVERY_PARA_USE tap. This tap will contain the 

association tag of the desired DII message as well as the message transactionld. The 

association tag will map against the correct stream PID and the transactionld will 

uniquely identify the desired DII message from this stream.

When the DII message has been acquired the module_id will point out the 

module’s parameters. These parameters include module size and module version. The 

location of the module (association tag) is pointed out with a BIOP_OBJECT_USE tap. 

The DII message also includes information on general block size and a downloadld. 

The precise syntax of the DII control message is presented in Appendix C.

The receiver now has every piece of information it needs to start the download. 

First of all space must be reserved for the module. As the receiver knows the size of the 

module in advance it makes things easier to find a free slot in memory. After this the 

receiver starts monitoring the right stream. By examining DownloadDataB lock headers 

(syntax presented in Appendix C) the receiver will find blocks with matching 

module_id and downloadld. As the block size is known the receiver can calculate how 

many blocks to look for. When all the blocks have been captured the module download 

is completed. The desired object can now be instantiated. The object key will uniquely
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point out the Service Gateway object. The carousel is now mounted and the object 

location of the initial class (and any directories lying in between) can be sorted out next.

To make this example more concrete the DSI, DII and DDB messages are 

presented in the tables below. The reader can verify the values against the syntaxes 

presented in Appendix C.

Table D2: Hexadecimal values of a DownloadServerlnitiate (DSI) message inside a 

MPEG-2 section

DSM::Tap (Table C10)

Service Gateway Info (Table C6) 

BIOPProfileBody ID 

IOR component Ids

IOP::taggedProfile (Table C9)
____

MPEG-2 Section (Tabled) 

Message header (Table C2) 

DSI (Table C3)

IOP::IOR (Table C8)

XX

Notes on Table D2:

• DSI transactionld is 0x803F0000

• BIOP::ObjectLocation (id 0x49534F50) defines carouselld 0x0000003F, moduleld 

0x0572 and objectKey 0x000038E9

• DSM::ConnBinder (id 0x49533F40) includes a tap with use value 0x0016 

(BIOP_DELIVERY_PARA_USE); this tap defines the DII message associationTag 

0x0064 and transactionld 0x7FFFFF80
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Table D3: Hexadecimal values of the Downloadinfoindication (DII) message referred 

by the DSI message in Table D2

3B ВЗ 85 FF 81 C1 00 00 11 03 10 02 80 00 FF 81 FF

00 03 70 00 00 00 3F 0F E2 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00

00 00 00 00 00 1A 00 00 2F AD 01 19 FF FF FF

FF FF FF FF FF 00 00 00 00 01 00 00 00 17 00 64 00

04 71 02 82 03 ... 00 00 [ü B0 7B 84

MPEG-2 Section (Table C1) 

Message header (Table C2) 

Dll (Table C4)

Module Info (Table C7)

m
DSM::Tap (Table C10)

Caching priority desc. (Table C16) 

Module ID

Notes on Table D3:

• DII message transactionld is 0x8000FF81 (bits 1 to 15 equal the transactionld that 

is indicated in the DSI table)

• downloadld is 0x0000003F

• blockSize is OxOFE2 (4066 bytes)

• numberOfModules is 26

• the parameters of the module that is of interest (id 0x0572) is presented above; the 

parameters of the other 25 modules are ignored

• moduleSize is 12205 bytes

• moduleVersion is 0x01

• the module parameters include one tap with value 0x0017

(BIOP_OBJECT_USE); this tap defines the module associationTag (0x0064)

• the module parameters include one additional caching priority descriptor (tag

0x71); the descriptor defines a module priority value of 130 (0x82) and a 

transparency level of 3
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Table D4: Hexadecimal values of the first DownloadDataBlock (DDB) message for the 

module referred by the DII message in Table D3

3C BF FD В СЗ 00 03 11 03 10 03 00 00 00 3F FF

00 OF E8 01 FF 00 00 42 49 4F 50 01 00 00 00

00 00 00 68 04 00 00 00 04 73 72 67 00

00 00 00 00 00 00 54 00 01 01 09 4C 61 75 6E 63 68

65 72 00 04 64 69 72 00 02 00 00 00 04 64 69 72 00

00 00 00 01 49 53 4F 06 00 00 00 2B 00 02 49 53 4F

50 0D 00 00 00 3F

5

00 04 49 53

4F 40 12 01 00 00 00 16 00 64 0A 00 01 7F FF FF 80

FF FF FF FF 00 00 42 49 4F 50 ...

MPEG-2 Section (Table C1) 

Message header (Table C2)

DDB (Table C5)

Data block payload (Table C11) 

Name binding (Table C13)

IOP::IOR (Table C8) 

IOP::taggedProfile (Table C9) 

DSM::Tap (Table C10)

Module ID 

Object key

Notes on Table D4:

• downloadld is 0x0000003F

• data message length is 0x0FE8 (4072 bytes); this is thus a full block

• moduleld is 0x0572 (note that the moduleld is included in the table_id_extension of 

the DSM-CC section as well)

• moduleVersion is 0x01

• blockNumber is 0x0000 indicating the first data block of the particular module

• the blockDataBytes contain the data block payload (BIOP messages and raw data)

• BIOP messages are identified by the magic number of 0x42494F50

• the object in this message is identified by key 0x000038E9 (this is thus the

Service Gateway object as indicated by the objectKey in the DSI message)

• the object is of kind ‘srg’

• the object has one binding to a directory (‘dir’) identified by the name of

‘Launcher’

• the ‘Launcher’ object is in module 0x0572 and it is identified by objectKey

0x000038EA

• the DII describing the ‘Launcher’ module is carried with associationTag 0x0064

and the DII message has a transactionld of 0x7FFFFF80
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Appendix E: The Application Information Table
In this appendix we discuss the content and structure of the Application Information 

Table. We will concentrate on the syntax for DVB-J applications carried by Object 

Carousels. The syntax of the table is examined with an example (Table El).

Table El: An example of hexadecimal values in an AIT

74 I f1 00 01 C5 00 00 В 00 00 00 00 00

01 01 F 03 ЩЦШ 04 ЮЯ 09 2F 4C 61 75 6E 63 68 65

72 00 66 69 2E

C
Oh- 66 64 2E 58 6C 65 74 4C 6F 61 64

65 72 01 WZ1 65 6E 67 08 4C 61 75 6E 63 68 65 72 66

69 6E 08 4C 61 75 6E 63 68 65 72 73 77 65 08 4C 61

75

Шto 63 68 65 72 02 00 01 01 7F 64 00 05 00

01 01 00 00 7F 00 01

Table identifier

Application information section 

Common descriptors 

Application loop

XX
"T

Application loop descriptors 

Application loop descriptor id 

Length byte(s)

The minimum signalling requirements for an МНР application is stated in the 

DVB-МНР standard. Besides the AIT, some information must be included in the 

Program Map Table as well. As discussed in chapter 2.7 the PMT is mandatory DVB 

service information that tells the receiver where to look for components for a certain 

service. When talking about МНР applications the PMT is used to indicate location of 

the AIT and the location of the stream(s) carrying the application code and data.

The location of the AIT is reported in the PMT with an Application Signalling 

Descriptor. Besides the location, this descriptor can also carry information about the 

signalled application type and the version number of the current AIT. This information 

is optional, but if used, it can decrease receiver burden. The receiver need only monitor 

the version number in PMT and does thus not have to decode the AIT to detect changes.

The AIT is divided into several sections. The main section, the application 

information section, describes applications and their associated information. Each 

application information section has one common descriptor loop and a loop of 

applications. Each application in the application loop has one additional application 

descriptor loop that contains all the descriptors for that particular application.
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Table E2: AIT Application Information Section Syntax [TS812]

bits identifier

application_information_section

{

table_id 8 uimsbf

section_syntax_indicator 1 bslbf

reserved_ftiture_use 1 bslbf

reserved 2 bslbf

section_length 12 uimsbf

application_type 16 uimsbf

reserved 2 bslbf

version_number 5 uimsbf

current_next_indicator 1 bslbf

section_number 8 uimsbf

last_section_number 8 uimsbf

reserved_future_use 4 bslbf

common_descriptor_length

for ( i = 0 ; i < N ; i++ )

{

descriptor ( )

}

reserved_future_use

12 uimsbf

4 bslbf

application_loop_length

for ( i = 0 ; i < N ; i++ )

{

organisation_id

12 uimsbf

32 uimsbf

application_id 16 uimsbf

application_control_code 8 uimsbf

reserved_fiiture_use 4 bslbf

application_descriptor_loop_length

for ( i = 0 ; j < N ; j++ )

{

descriptor ( )

}

}

}

12 uimsbf
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We start by examining the example AIT in Table El. We start from the topmost 

left comer. The values presented in the table either as bit strings or unsigned integers. 

The formats are identified in Table E2 by bslbf (bit string, left bit first) or uimsbf 

(unsigned integer, most significant bit first).

Comparing the example AIT’s application information section values with the 

descriptions in Table E2 we can note the following:

• table Jd for an AIT is 0x74

• section_syntax_indicator should always be set to ‘ Г (as it is in the example)

• reservedJiiturejuse bits should always be set to ‘ Г (as they are in the example)

• reserved bits should always be set to ‘ Г (as they are in the example)

• section.Jength indicates the length in bytes of the table starting immediately after 

the sectionjength byte (in this example the length is ОхОбЕ or 110 bytes)

• application_type is 0x0001 which indicates a DVB-J application

• version jiumber of the AIT is 2 and it is included in the 0xC5 byte (0xC5 = 

11000101, the 5 version bits are bolded); the version wraps around at a value of 31

• current_next_indicator shall be set to 4 Г (as it is in the example)

• section jiumber and last_section_number are both 0x00 indicating that this is the 

first (and the last) section

Next in the AIT come the common descriptors. These descriptors carry 

information that applies to all applications that are signalled in this AIT. The 

common.jdescriptor Jength however is 0, so no common descriptors are included.

After the common descriptors the application loop begins. It begins with the 

application Joop Jength, which gives the length of all the application specific data for 

all applications to follow. In this example the length is 0x061 or 97 bytes.

Next, each available application is defined and described one at a time. Each 

application is firstly identifier uniquely with an application identifier. In this example 

only one application is signalled and this application is unique identified with an 

organisationJd of 0 (0x00000000) and an applicationJd of 1 (0x0001). The 

application_control_code must also be set. In this example it is set to 0x01 which 

indicates that the application should be auto-started by receivers.

The following information in the AIT is made up of various application specific 

descriptors. The length of all the descriptors is defined by the 

application jdescript or sJoopJength. In this example the length is 0x058 or 88 bytes. 

This means that the following 88 bytes include more specific details one the previously 

mentioned application. The different details are split up into uniquely identifiable
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descriptors. As one can see, the example AIT includes descriptors with tags between 

0x00 and 0x04. Table E3 summarised descriptors defined by the DVB-МНР standard.

Table E3: Application specific descriptors [TS812]

tag descriptor syntax presented in table

0x00 Application descriptor Table E4

0x01 Application name descriptor Table E5

0x02 Transport protocol descriptor Table E6

0x03 DVB-J application descriptor Table E7

0x04 DVB-J application location descriptor Table E8

0x05 External application authorisation descriptor Not relevant in this thesis

0x06 Routing descriptor IPv4 Not relevant in this thesis

0x07 Routing descriptor IPv6 Not relevant in this thesis

0x08 DVB-HTML application descriptor Not relevant in this thesis

0x09 DVB-HTML application location descriptor Not relevant in this thesis

OxOA DVB-HTML application boundary descriptor Not relevant in this thesis

OxOB Application icons descriptor Not relevant in this thesis

OxOC Pre-fetch descriptor Table E9

OxOD DII location descriptor Table E10

Application descriptor

Every application that is signalled shall have exactly one application descriptor. 

This descriptor contains the technical details of the application. The descriptor syntax is 

presented in Table E4.

Table E4: Application descriptor syntax [TS812]

bits identifier

application_descriptor

{
descriptor_tag 8 uimsbf

descriptorjength 8 uimsbf

application_profile_length 8 uimsbf

for ( i = 0 ; i < N ; i++ )

{
application_profile 16 uimsbf
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version, maj or 8 uimsbf

version.minor 8 uimsbf

version.micro

}

8 uimsbf

service_bound_flag 1 bslbf

visibility 2 bslbf

reserved_future_use 5 bslbf

application_priority

for ( i = 0 ; i < N ; i++ )

{

8 uimsbf

transport_protocol_label

}

}

8 uimsbf

In our example the application descriptor is the last descriptor. By looking at the

application descriptor syntax above we can note the following:

• descriptor jtag is 0x00

• descriptor Jength indicates that the descriptor is 9 bytes long

• the inner application_profileJength loop is 5 bytes long and the loop identifies the 

application profile(s) that the application is available in

• application__profde is 0x0001 which means that the application implements the 

DVB-J application profile and can be run by all receivers supporting that profile

• the profile version number is defined in the next 3 bytes (in the example 1.0.0)

• the service._boundJlag (the first bit in 0x7F = 01111111) is set to ‘O’ indicating that 

the application is not bound to the specific service (and hence not automatically 

killed upon service selection)

• the next two visibility bits (i.e. 11) indicate that the application is visible both to 

users and to other applications

• reserved Juturejuse bits should always be set to ‘ Г (as they are in the example)

• several transportprotocolJabels can exist and the first one provided is the one that 

the broadcaster deems as the best one (in our example the only protocol that is 

available is identified by 0x01); the labels are described in more detail in the 

transport protocol descriptor (Table E6).
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Application name descriptor

Every application that is signalled shall have exactly one application name 

descriptor. The descriptor contains no technical details. The data is mostly provided as 

informative information to the user. The descriptor syntax is presented in Table E5.

Table E5: Application name descriptor syntax [TS812]

bits identifier

application_name_descriptor

{
descriptor_tag 8 uimsbf

descriptor_length

for ( i = 0 ; i < N ; i++ )

8 uimsbf

{
ISO_639_language_code 24 bslbf

application_name_length

for ( i = 0 ; i < N ; i++ )

{
application_name_char

}

}

}

8 uimsbf

8 uimsbf

The application name descriptor allows the broadcaster to name its applications. 

All languages available through ISO 639 language codes are supported. As we will see, 

this application is named ‘Launcher’ in all the three languages that are defined. In our 

example that information is available in the following way:

• descriptor Jag is 0x01

• descriptor Jength indicates that name information occupies 36 bytes (0x24)

• the first ISOjS39Janguage_code is 0x656E67 (or 101 110 103); these translate to 

the chars ‘eng’ which indicates the application name in English

• the application jiameJength is 8 bytes long

• the 8 application jiame_chars bytes of this language translates to ‘Launcher’

• the language loop is further repeated twice with ISO_639Janguagej:ode 

0x66696E (or ‘fin’ for Finnish) and 0x737765 (‘swe’ for Swedish)

• both application_namejengths are 8 bytes long and the names both translate to 

‘Launcher’
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Transport protocol descriptor

The transport protocol descriptor identifies the transport protocol(s) associated 

with the service. Additional protocol dependent information can be supplied as well. 

Each application shall be tied with the transport_protocol_label to at least one transport 

protocol descriptor. The descriptor syntax is presented in Table E6.

Table E6: Transport protocol descriptor syntax [TS812]

bits identifier

transport_protocol_descriptor

{

descriptorjag 8 uimsbf

descriptorjength 8 uimsbf

protocoLid 16 uimsbf

transport_protocol_label 8 uimsbf

for ( i = 0 ; i < N : i++ )

{
selector_byte 8 uimsbf

}

}

By comparing the transport protocol information in our example AIT we can note

the following:

• descriptor_tag is 0x02

• descriptor Jength indicates that the 5 following bytes are protocol information

• protocol Jd is 0x0001 and this value is registered for МНР Object Carousels

• transport_protocol_label is 0x01 which means that this is the protocol to used when 

delivering all the application defined in the application descriptor with equal 

transport_protocol_label values

• the selector_bytes are specific for each protocol; in the Object carousel case the 

following applies:

• the remote_connection flag is the first bit in the first selector_byte; in our 

example this is set to ‘0’ indicating that the Object Carousel is provided by the 

service carrying the AIT; a flag with value ‘Г indicates that the Object 

Carousel is carried by another service and additional 6 bytes is required in the 

selector_bytes to pin-point this location
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• the following seven reserved_future_use bits in the first selectorjbyte should

always be set to ‘ Г (as they are in the example)

• the second selector_byte identified the component_tag; this identified component

is the elementary stream carrying the DSI of the object carousel

DVB-J application descriptor

This descriptor provides DVB-J applications with start-up parameters. The 

descriptor is specific for DVB-J applications only and each application shall have one 

instance of the descriptor. The descriptor syntax is presented in Table E7.

Table E7: DVB-J application descriptor syntax [TS812]

bits identifier

dvbJ_application_descriptor
ft

descriptor_tag 8 uimsbf

descriptorjength

for ( i = 0 ; i < N ; i++ )

{
parameter_length

for ( j = 0 ; j < parameterjength ; j++ )

{

8 uimsbf

8 uimsbf

parameter_byte

}

}

}

8 uimsbf

In our AIT example no parameters are given to the application. This can be 

recognised by looking at the information belonging to descriptor with tag 0x03. As we 

see, the descriptorjength is set to 0, which means that no additional parameterJbytes 

are available.

DVB-J application descriptor

This descriptor provides DVB-J applications with information that can be used to 

find and operate the application. The descriptor is specific for DVB-J applications only 

and each application shall have one instance of the descriptor. The descriptor syntax is 

presented in Table E8.
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Table E8: DVB-J application location descriptor syntax [TS812]

bits identifier

dvb_j_application_location_descriptor

{

descriptor_tag 8 uimsbf

descriptor_length 8 uimsbf

base_directoiy_length 8 uimsbf

for ( i = 0 ; i < N ; i++)

{
base_directory_byte 8 uimsbf

}
classpath_extension_length 8 uimsbf

for ( i = 0 ; i < N ; i ++ )

{

classpath_extension_byte

}
for ( i - 0 ; i < N ; i ++ )

{
initial_class_byte

8 uimsbf

8 uimsbf

}

}

As we will see, this information tells the receiver e.g. the path and the filename

for the application’s initial class (in this example /Launcher/fi/sfd/XletLoader.class).

This information can be obtained from this descriptor in the following way:

• descriptor Jag is 0x04

• descriptor Jength is 28 bytes (or Ox 1C)

• base_directoryJength is 9 bytes

• the base_directory_bytes (0x2F, 0x4C, 0x61, ... ,0x72) translate to the chars 

‘/Launcher’

• no classpathjextensionjbytes are supplied (i.e. no classpath is defined) due to the 

fact that the classpath,_extension Jength is 0

• the rest of the bytes (up to the length of 28 bytes) are initial,_class Jbytes\ these 

bytes (0x66, 0x69, 0x2E, ... ,0x72) translate to the chars ‘fi.sfd.XletLoader’; this is 

the initial Java class without the ‘.class’ extension
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Pre-fetch descriptor

This descriptor is specifically designed for optimisation purposes and mainly to 

speeding up application start-up time. Due to the fact that the pre-fetch descriptor is 

optional to the broadcaster the transmission system software that is used in this thesis 

does not support it. Further software versions of the transmission system will hopefully 

make this descriptor available. It is still unclear if (and when) the receiver 

manufacturers will start supporting it.

Using this descriptor the broadcaster can define priorities for modules. This way 

the receivers can be signalled to pre-fetch the files that will be required during the early 

stages of the application’s life. The priority is a value between 1 (lowest) and 100 

(highest) and the values are assigned to pre-defined module labels.

Each application can have zero or one descriptors. The descriptor is tied to a 

specific Object Carousel transport protocol via the transport_protocol_label. The 

descriptor syntax is presented in Table E9.

Table E9: Pre-fetch descriptor syntax [TS812]

bits identifier

prefetch_descriptor

{
descriptorjag 8 uimsbf

descriptor_length 8 uimsbf

transport_protocol_label

for ( i = 0 ; i < N ; i++ )

{
label_length

for ( j = 0 ; j < label_length ; j++ )

{
label_char

}

8 uimsbf

8 uimsbf

8 uimsbf

prefetch_priority

}

}

8 uimsbf

Dll location descriptor

This descriptor is designed to help out the receiver in situations where the pre

fetch descriptor is used. All modules carried by an Object Carousel are signalled in DII
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messages. All the DII messages are however not in listed in a single place. This makes 

it virtually impossible for the receiver to find and assign pre-fetch module priorities 

based on just labels. This descriptor will help out, as it points out to the receiver the 

locations of the DII messages. The locations are indicated using the association_tag.

The DII location descriptor is optional to use even if a pre-fetch descriptor is 

available. If no descriptor however is used, the receiver can only find the DII message 

that signals the module carrying the ServiceGateway. The descriptor syntax is presented 

in Table E10.

Table E10: DII location descriptor syntax [TS812]

bits identifier

DII_location_descriptor

{
descriptor_tag 8 uimsbf

descriptor_length 8 uimsbf

transport_protocol_label

for ( i = 0 ; i < N ; i ++ )

{

8 uimsbf

reserved_future_use 1 bslbf

DII_identification 15 uimsbf

association_tag 16 uimsbf

}

}
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Appendix F: Defined constants
This appendix summarises the constants that are of importance in this thesis. The values 

of the constants are presented both in hexadecimal and decimal notation.

Network parameters / Finland

DVB defined Network ID / Helsinki region 0x3301 (13057)

[Lai02] Original network ID 0x20F6 (8438)

Defined by
Transport stream ID

Helsinki region

MUX A 0x1001 (4097)

Dígita MUX В 0x2001 (8193)

[Lai02] MUXC 0x3001 (12289)

Service information (SI)

MPEG-2 de-

fined [ISOl]

PAT packet identifier (PID) 0x0000 (0)

CAT packet identifier (PID) 0x0001 (1)

DVB defined

[EN468]

NIT packet identifier (PID) 0x0010(16)

SDT packet identifier (PID) 0x0011 (17)

EIT packet identifier (PID) 0x0012(18)

TDT packet identifier (PID) 0x0014(20)

Table identification values

PAT 0x00(0)

PMT 0x02 (2)

NIT Actual network 0x40 (64)

SDT
Actual transport network 0x42(66)

DVB defined Other transport network 0x46 (70)

[EN468] Actual transport stream p/f 0x4E (78)

EIT
Other transport stream p/f 0x4F (79)

Actual transport stream Schedule 0x50 (80) - 0x5F (95)

Other transport stream Schedule 0x60 (96) - 0x6F (111)

TDT 0x70(112)

МНР defined

[TS812]
AIT 0x74(116)
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PMT stream types [ISOl]

Video stream 0x02 (2)

Audio stream 0x04 (4)

Application signalling stream 0x05 (5)

Data broadcast stream for Data and Object Carousels 0x0B(ll)

PMT descriptors

DVB defined

[EN468]

Stream identifier descriptor 0x52 (82)

Data broadcast id descriptor 0x66(102)

МНР defined

[TS812]
Application signalling descriptor 0x6F (111)

MPEG-2 de-

fined [IS06]

Carousel identifier descriptor 0x13(19)

Association tag descriptor 0x14(20)

Data broadcast id [TS812]

МНР defined МНР Object Carousel data broadcast id OxOOFO (240)

AIT descriptors [TS812]

МНР defined

Application descriptor 0x00 (0)

Application name descriptor 0x01 (1)

Transport protocol descriptor 0x02 (2)

DVB-J application descriptor 0x03 (3)

DVB-J application location descriptor 0x04 (4)

Pre-fetch descriptor OxOC (12)

Dll location descriptor OxOD (13)

Application types, control codes, visibility and identifiers [TS812]

Application type
DVB-J 0x0001 (1)

DVB-HTML 0x0002 (2)

DVB-J applicatior control code

Auto-start 0x01 (1)

Present 0x02 (2)

Destroy 0x03 (3)

Kill 0x04 (4)

Remote 0x06 (6)

Application identifier
Unsigned applications 0x0000 - 0x3FFFF

Signed applications 0x4000 - 0x7FFFF
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ISO 639 language codes [IS0639]

English eng (0x656E67)

Finnish fin (0x66696E)

Swedish swe (0x737765)

DII Module Info descriptors [TS812]

МНР defined

Compressed module descriptor 0x09 (9)

Label descriptor 0x70(112)

Caching priority descriptor 0x71 (113)

DSM-CC constants [IS06]

Protocol discriminator 0x11 (17)

DSM-CC message type 0x03 (3)

Message identification DII 0x1002 (4098)

MPEG-2 DDB 0x1003(4099)

defined DSI 0x1006(4102)

Directory 0x64697200 (dir)

Type alias File 0x66696C00 (fil)

Service Gateway 0x73726700 (srg)

BIOP constants [TS812]

МНР defined

BIOP magic 0x42494F50

BIOP profile tag value 0x49534F06

BIOP::ObjectLocation tag value 0x49534F50

DSM::ConnBinder tag value 0x49534F40

BIOP_DELIVERY_PARA_USE use value 0x0016(22)

BIOP_OBJECT_USE use value 0x0017(23)
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Appendix G: Content of application to be optimised
This appendix presents vital information about the files used in the Finnish national 

applications. The information is summarised in Table G1 with the following properties

• Object: this field presents the object’s relative path

• Object type: the objects can be of either Service Gateway (srg), File (fil) or 

Directory (dir) type

• File size: the size of File object contents in bytes

• BIOP size: the size in bytes of the object’s BIOP message

• Load order: the order in which objects are loaded by the studied МНР receiver (see 

chapter 6.1.2)

• Module: number of the module to which the object is allocated to; the assignments 

represent the optimal solution discussed in chapter 6.4.4

The BIOP size depends on the type of object. The specific calculation processes 

are presented in chapter 5.1.1. As an example let us look at the initial class file object 

(/Launcher/fi/sfd/XletLoader.class) of the application. The bytecode size of the class 

file is 10724 bytes. Adding a BIOP file message header of 44 bytes will produce a BIOP 

message size of 10768. If we on the other hand look at the /Launcher/fi/sfd directory 

object the BIOP message size of 509 bytes consist of a 34 bytes BIOP header and 

additional 475 bytes of bindings. The /Launcher/fi/sfd directory object has bindings to 

all directories and files objects that directly can be accessed through this object. 

Looking closer at Table G1 we find out that these objects are the db, epg, stxt, ui and 

util Directory objects as well as the XletLoader.class File object. As the bindings 

require 73 bytes each these six bindings will require a total of 438 bytes. The remaining 

37 bytes are used for the null-terminated binding names (i.e. amount of chars).

The load order of the objects is specified for three different scenarios. Some files 

are not assigned to any scenario as they are necessary not needed or their particular use 

has not been recognised. The load order has been iterated using the method described in 

chapter 5.1.3. The three main scenarios are as follows:

• /ATT: this is the initial start of the application, all files in this scenario are run when 

the application bundle is started; when the application initialisation is done the 

viewer can either launch the Super Teletext or the Electronic Program Guide

• STXT: this scenario occur when the viewed decides to launch the Super Teletext 

application

• EPG: this scenario applies to the case where the viewer launches the Electronic 

Program Guide
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If the scenario name in Table G1 is associated with a number this number 

indicate the order in which the object is loaded. If only a scenario name is presented the 

object is not loaded automatically when this scenario is entered. Here are some 

examples of the files that are not loaded automatically:

• EPG

• different language versions of the EPG properties file are loaded only when

language is switched

• the EPG help files are loaded only when viewer request help

• the InfoReader.class is used to handle e.g. help files and it is loaded only when

needed

• the EPG background image can either be an I-frame or an PNG image; the I-

frame image (epg_bg.m2v) is the default and the epg_bg.png is loaded only 

if this default setting is changed

• STXT

• the Вrowser$HistoryItem.class is needed when the viewer start navigating

SuperTeletext pages

• the LaunchEvent.class is e.g. used when the Super Teletext application is

closed

• the class files in /Launcher/fi/sfd/stxt/ul are used by the Super Teletext parser

when parsing teletext content; the Stxtlmage.class is for instance needed only 

when the parser encounter an image

• different language versions of the Super Teletext properties file are loaded only

when language is switched
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Table Gl: Content of Super Teletext and Electronic Program Guide application

/Launcher/fi

/Launcher/epg props/help sw
e.txt

/Launcher/epg props/help fi.txt
/Launcher/epg props/help eng.txt
/Launcher/epg props/epg se.properties
/Launcher/epg props/epg fi.properties
/Launcher/epg_props/epg_en.properties

/Launcher/epg_props/epg.properties

/Launcher/epg_props

/Launcher/com
/m

icrostar/xm
l/X

m
lParser.class

/Launcher/com
/m

icrostar/xm
l/X

m
lH

andler.class

/Launcher/com
/m

icrostar/xm
l/X

m
lException.class

/Launcher/com
/m

icrostar/xm
l/SA

X
D

river.class

/Launcher/com
/m

icrostar/xm
l/H

andlerBase.class

/Launcher/com
/m

icrostar/xm
l

/Launcher/com
/m

icrostar

/Launcher/com

/Launcher

O
bject

dir 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

dir 2 2 2 2 2

dir

dir

dir

dir

srg

O
bject type

о

427

415

646

1115

1210

1140

303 о

33747

944

734

7326

1508 о о о О О

File size

-

471

459

690

1159

1254

1184

347

652

33791

988

778

7370

1552

485

588

OS

BIO
P size

IN
IT 03

EPG

EPG m-a
О

EPG

IN
IT 62

EPG

IN
IT 58

IN
IT 57

STX
T 16

IN
IT 44

IN
IT 43

IN
IT 42

IN
IT 41

IN
IT 40

IN
IT 02

IN
IT 01

Load order

- Ю M K) Ы K> K) Ы K) OS о a\ Os Os ON Os Os - -

M
odule
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/Launcher/fi/sfd/epg/InfoReader.class

/Launcher/fi/sfd/epg/H
elp. class

/Launcher/fi/sfd/epg/EPG
Layout.class

/Launcher/fi/sfd/epg/EPG
Container.class

/Launcher/fi/sfd/epg/EPG
Constants.class

/Launcher/fi/sfd/epg

/Launcher/fi/sfd/db/TestEvent.class

/Launcher/fi/sfd/db/StorageLoader.class

/Launcher/
 fi/sfd/db/SI

 Storage.class

/Launcher/fi/sfd/db/Retrie
 valListener.

 dass
/Launcher/fi/sfd/db/ReqH

elper.class

/Launcher/fi/sfd/db/Program
.class

/Launcher/fi/sfd/db/M
onitoringListener.class

/Launcher/fi/sfd/
 db/Event.class

/Launcher/fi/sfd/db/D
ay.class

/Launcher/fi/sfd/db/ContentM
anager.class

/Launcher/fi/sfd/db/Channel.class

/Launcher/fi/sfd/db

/Launcher/fi/sfd

O
bject

» 2 2 2 2

dir 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

dir

dir

O
bject type

1549

3267

16814

22038

1717 О

2143

3942

21340

2433

1433

1825

1372

OO

OO

4041

920

2915 О О

File size

1593

3311

16858

22082

1761

576

2187

3986

21384

Ю 1477

1869

1416

922

4085

964

2959

1025

509

BIO
P size

EPG

EPG 03
IN

IT 50
IN

IT 49
IN

IT 65
IN

IT 48

IN
IT 64

IN
IT 52

IN
IT 55

IN
IT 66

IN
IT 54

IN
IT 63

IN
IT 68

IN
IT 53

IN
IT 69

IN
IT 67

IN
IT 51

IN
IT 04

Load order

-0 OO OO OO OO OO OO OO OO OO OO OO OO -

M
odule
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/Launcher/fi/sfd/stxt/ui/StxtLink.class

/Launcher/fi/sfd/stxt/ui/StxtLine.class

/Launcher/fi/sfd/stxt/ui/Stxtlm
age.class

/Launcher/fï/sfd/stxt/ui/StxtElem
ent.class

/Launcher/fi/sfd/stxt/ui/Page.class

/Launcher/ fi/sfd/stxt/ui/Page$
 Paged

 V
 iew

.c
 lass

/Launcher/fi/sfd/stxt/ui/Elem
entFactory.class

/Launcher/fi/sfd/stxt/ui

/Launcher/fi/sfd/stxt/brow
ser/StatusBar.class

/Launcher/fi/sfd/stxt/brow
ser/PropH

andler.class

/Launcher/fi/sfd/stxt/brow
ser/PageReceivedListener.class

/Launcher/fi/sfd/stxt/brow
ser/Brow

ser.class

/Launcher/fi/sfd/stxt/brow
ser/Brow

ser$RefreshTim
er.class

/Launcher/fi/sfd/stxt/brow
ser/Brow

ser$M
yListener.class

/Launcher/fi/sfd/stxt/brow
ser/Brow

ser$H
istoryItem

.class

/Launcher/fi/sfd/stxt/brow
ser/Brow

ser$
 1 .class

/Launcher/fi/sfd/stxt/brow
ser

/Launcher/fi/sfd/stxt

/Launcher/fi/sfd/epg/PropertyH
andler.class

O
bject

ih Si Si Si Si Si Si

dir Si Si Si Si Si Si Si Si

dir

dir Si

O
bject type

L9
Í 5326

3859

3390

14562

00
Vi
00

2185 O

5009

4032

185

19018

1004

2666

679

148 O O

3370

File  size

-U

5370

3903

3434

14606

1902

2229

1125

5053

4076

229

19062

1048

2710

723

192

787

268

3414

BIO
P size

IN
IT 39

STX
T 18

STX
T

STX
T 20

IN
IT 23

STX
T 14

STX
T 21

IN
IT 22

IN
IT 21

STX
T 01

IN
IT 20

IN
IT 18

IN
IT 25

IN
IT 47

STX
T

IN
IT 17

IN
IT 16

IN
IT 56

Load order

-u -u -t- -u -u -U 4x U) Ы U) LU U> U> u> - -J

M
odule
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/Launcher/fí/sfd/util/PageCache$CachedFile.class

/Launcher/fi/sfd/util/PageCache$A
syncLoader.class

/Launcher/fi/sfd/util/LaunchListener.class

/Launcher/fi/sfd/util/LaunchEvent.class

/Launcher/fi/sfd/util/D
ateH

elper.class

/Launcher/fi/sfd/util/D
ateH

andler.class

/Launcher/fi/sfd/util/ChannelChange.class

/Laune
 her/fi/sfd/ut

 i 1

/Launcher/fi/sfd/ui/CM
enu.class

/Launcher/fi/sfd/ui/CM
Bar.class

/Launcher/fi/sfd/ui

/Launcher/fi/sfd/stxt/xm
l/PageBuilder.class

/Launcher/fi/sfd/stxt/xm
l/CSS.class

/Launcher/fi/sfd/stxt/xm
l

/Launcher/fi/sfd/stxt/ui/StxtTextElem
ent.class

/Launcher/fi/sfd/stxt/ui/StxtTableRow
.class

/Launcher/fi/sfd/stxt/ui/StxtTable.class

/Launcher/fi/sfd/stxt/ui/StxtStyle.class

/Launcher/fi/sfd/stxt/ui/StxtLinkController.class

O
bject

э b¡ Bi Bi Bi Bi Bi

dir Bv Bi

dir Bi Bi

dir Bi Bi Bi Bi Bi

O
bject type

2614

530

170

659

263

6229

4259 o

4602

4663 o

11776

4979 o

8704

652

K)
U>

11787

3971

File size

2658

574

214

703

307

6273

4303

1344

4646

4707

204

11820

5023

208

8748

696

2421

11831

4015

BIO
P  size

IN
IT 61

IN
IT 60

IN
IT 07

STX
T

IN
IT 09

2

H
o
00

IN
IT 10

IN
IT 06

STX
T 06 / EPG 06

STX
T 05 / EPG 05

STX
T 04 / EPG 04
IN

IT 27
STX

T 15
IN

IT 26

STX
T

STX
T

STX
T

STX
T  17

STX
T 19

Load order

- - - - - - - - U> U> U> U) U> 4^

M
odule
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/Launcher/org/xm
l/sax/H

andlerBase.class

/Launcher/org/xm
l/sax/ErrorH

andler.class

/Launcher/org/xm
l/sax/EntityResolver.class

/Launcher/org/xm
l/sax/D

TD
H

andler.class

/Launcher/org/xm
l/sax/D

ocum
entH

andler.class

/Launcher/org/xm
l/sax/ContentH

andler.class

/Launcher/org/xm
l/sax/A

ttributes.class

/Launcher/org/xm
l/sax/A

ttributeList.class

/Launcher/org/xm
l/sax

/Launcher/org/xm
l

/Launcher/org

/Launcher/fi/sfd/X
letLoader.class

/Launcher/fi/sfd/util/Tim
eListener.class

/Launcher/fi/sfd/util/Startable.class

/Launcher/fi/sfd/util/Sim
pleRClient.class

/Launcher/fi/sfd/util/ScaleV
ideo.class

/Launcher/fi/sfd/util/PropertyH
andler.class

/Launcher/fi/sfd/util/PageCache.class

/Launcher/fi/sfd/util/PageCache$CachedO
bject.class

O
bject

а BJ а а а а а а dir

dir

dir а а a a a a a a

O
bject type

1675

307

316

391

642

824

509

325 о о о

10724 Os

325

569

5885

2123

4119

1565

File size

1719

351

360

435

686

868

553

369

1694 -

10768

205

369

613

5929

2167

4163 60
91

BIO
P size

IN
IT 31

IN
IT 35

IN
IT 32

IN
IT 33

IN
IT 34

IN
IT 46

IN
IT 30

IN
IT  29

IN
IT 28

IN
IT 05

IN
IT 24

IN
IT 19

IN
IT 12 11

 U
N

I IN
IT 12

IN
IT 59

Load order

Vi Vi Vi Vi Vi V Vi Vi Vi Vi Vi - - - - - - - -

M
odule
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/Launcher/org/xm
l/sax/SA

X
N

otRecognizedException.class

/Launcher/org/xm
l/sax/SA

X
Exception.class

/Launcher/org/xm
l/sax/Parser.  class

/Launcher/org/xm
l/sax/Locator.class

/Launcher/org/xm
l/sax/InputSource.class

/Launcher/org/xm
l/sax/helpers/X

M
LReaderFactory.class

/Launcher/org/xm
l/sax/helpers/X

M
LReaderA

dapter.class

/Launcher/org/xm
l/sax/helpers/X

M
LReaderA

dapter$A
ttributesA

dapter.c

/Launcher/org/xm
l/sax/helpers/X

M
LFilterlm

pl.class

/Launcher/org/xm
l/sax/helpers/ParserFactory.class

/Launcher/org/xm
l/sax/helpers/ParserA

dapter.class

/Launcher/org/xm
l/sax/helpers/ParserA

dapter$A
ttributeListA

dapter.class

/Launcher/org/xm
l/sax/helpers/N

am
espaceSupport.class

/Launcher/org/xm
l/sax/helpers/N

am
espaceSupport$Context.class

/Launcher/org/xm
l/sax/helpers/Locatorlm

pl.class

/Launcher/org/xm
l/sax/helpers/D

efaultH
andler.class

/Launcher/org/xm
l/sax/helpers/A

ttributesIm
pl.class

/Launcher/org/xm
Esax/helpers/A

ttributeListlm
pl.class

/Launcher/org/xm
l/sax/helpers

O
bject

=3 =3 =3 H3 S s S3 BJ Э S3 S3 S3 S3 S3 S3 S3

dir

O
bject type

L9
Z 818

612

255

1380

1904

3650

1179

5732

1020

9926

1903

2783

2942

1148

1925

4049

1975 о

File size

862

656

299

1424

1948

3694

1223

5776

1064

9970

1947

2827

2986

1192

1969

4093

2019

1309

BIO
P size

IN
IT 37

IN
IT 38

IN
IT 45

STX
T 13

Load order

Vi Vi Vi Vi Vi Vi Vi Vi Vi Vi Vi Vi Vi Vt Vi Vi Vi Vi Vi

M
odule
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STX
T Content (see A

ppendix H
)

/Launcher/properties/supertext fí.properties
/Launcher/properties/supertext  en.properties
/Launcher/properties/supertext.properties

/Launcher/properties/SofiaLauncherK
ey.properties

/Launcher/properties/SofiaLauncher.properties

/Launcher/properties

/Launcher/pics/vihrea.png

/Launcher/pics/sini.png

/Launcher/pics/puna.png

/Launcher/pics/kelta.png

/Launcher/pics/epg_bg.png

/Launcher/pics/epg_bg.m
2v

/Launcher/pics/alapalkki.jpg

/Launcher/pics

/Launcher/org/xm
l/sax/X

M
LReader.class

/Launcher/org/xm
l/sax/X

M
LFilter.class

/Launcher/org/xm
l/sax/SA

X
ParseException.class

/Launcher/org/xm
l/sax/SA

X
N

otSupportedException.class

O
bject

fil and dir
2 2 2 2 2

dir 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

dir 2 2 2 2

O
bject type

902

1006

1190

226

Ю
о

225

225

225

225

11093

20785

4270 о

1126

262

1483

265

File  size

946

1050

1234

270

156

521

269

269

269

269

11137

20829

4314

620

1170

306

1527

309

BIO
P size

STX
T 12

STX
T 03

STX
T

STX
T 02

IN
IT 15

IN
IT 14

IN
IT 13

STX
T 09

STX
T 11

STX
T 08

STX
T 10

EPG

EPG 02

STX
T 07/EPG

 01

IN
IT 36

Load order

9-20 Ы Ю K) K) M M Ю K) M K) Ю K> K) Ю Vi Vi Vi Vi

M
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Appendix H: Structure of Super Teletext content
This appendix presents the static structure that is used for Yleisradio’s Super Teletext 

content during summer 2002. The directory- and filenames are all predefined to make 

dynamic updating possible. The hierarchical structure is illustrated in Table HI.

The sivut folder contains the main page of the Super Teletext as well as four style 

sheets. The subfolders fst, saa, urheilu and uutiset make up own individual content 

parts. They all contain own sub-pages, individual front-pages and stylesheets. All 

folders called kuvat contain graphical elements for the particular content part. The 

taustat folders include background graphics.

The inspected set of files contain the following amount of pages:

• sivut

• main page and four style sheets

• four images

• three background images

• fst

• one individual main page and one style sheet

• six content pages

• eight images

• three background images

• saa

• two content pages and one style sheet

• one image

• three background images

• urheilu

• one individual main page and one style sheet

• six content pages

• eight images

• three background images

• uutiset

• three individual main page and one style sheet

• eight content pages

• twelve images

• three background images
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Table HI: File structure of the Super Teletext content

Launcher

—» sivut

+ —> fst

1 + —> kuvat

1 1 + —> kuvat

1 1 + —> taustat

1 + —> nyheter

1
+ —» vader

1
+ —> kuvat

1 + —> kuvat

1
1

+ —> taustat

1
+ —» saa

1 + kuvat

1 + —> kuvat

1
1

+ —> taustat

1
+ —> urheilu

1 + —» kuvat

1 1 + —» kuvat

1 1 + —> taustat

1 + —> mm_jalkapallo

1
+ -> uutiset

1
+ —» uutiset

+ —> kotimaa

+ —> kuvat

1 + kuvat

1 + —> taustat

+ —» talous

+ —> ulkomaat
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